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Bravo Brands, the African leader in 
home and lifestyle comfort, brings 
the best of local craftsmanship and 

design to life at the new Brand Experience 
Centre in Kramerville, Johannesburg – 
South Africa’s leading design district. 

The space integrates its full stable 
of brands including Alpine, Edblo, 
Gommagomma, Grafton Everest, King 
Koil, La-Z-Boy, Nouwens, Sealy and 
Slumberland into one holistic experience.

While ease and well-being comes 
standard with its true home comfort 

collection – where you can touch and feel 
the quality fabrics, materials, design and 
craftsmanship, it’s the intangibles that 
make this a must visit for all:

Inspiration
The space has all the makings of a 

gallery, seamlessly integrated into a cosy 
coffee shop in the comfort of what feels 
like home. 

Like walking through a stylish friend's 
home, the Brand Experience Centre 
delivers inspiration by displaying how 

to integrate different spaces through 
intentional design and hand-picked 
pieces.

“With the launch of the Bravo Brands 
Experience Centre, we are enabling South 
Africans to visualise the inspiration 
they’re discovering online to make their 
in-home experiences more enjoyable,” 
says Dave Govender, Group CEO of 
Bravo Brands. 

Connection
Beyond connecting with quality, value 

offerings across lounge, bedding and 
flooring solutions, the Brand Experience 
Centre functions as a gathering place for 
industry and consumers. 

“Whether you’re meeting loved ones 
over a complimentary cup of coffee, or 
brainstorming your next home project 
with your design team, the space offers 
a bespoke opportunity to connect the 
comfort you’re dreaming up for your ideal 
home, and the people you’re creating the 
space for,” adds Govender.

Purpose
The home comfort collective at the 

Brand Experience Centre is making 
proudly South African craftsmanship and 
design more accessible through the space. 
Beyond the anchor furniture pieces, the 
space also celebrates incredible local 
artists that compliment the Bravo Brands 
stable.

“We know that South Africans are 
prioritising supporting local brands, 
because of the positive knock-on-effect it 
has on our country’s economic recovery 
– taking the collective responsibility of 
putting the economy back on its feet,” 
says Govender. “As more people buy local, 
which stays local, the space is one more 
way we’re enabling our brands, our people 
and our communities to prosper.”

Visit the new Brand Experience Centre 
by Bravo Brands at Kramerville Corner, 16 
Desmond Road, Kramerville, Johannesburg 
from Monday to Saturday, or follow the 
Brand Experience Centre Facebook page  
@BravoBEC for more information.

www.bravobrands.com

Why the Brand Experience Centre in Kramerville should be part of 
every creative design process

Bravo Brands

dw

Bravo Brands | Building 3 | 16 Desmond Road | Kramerville | Sandton | JHB

 www.bravobrands.com

Exquisitely crafted comfort
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DESIGNER 
PROFILE

About Fabio Mazzeo Architects - Page 72
With twenty years of experience and a 

significant international presence, Fabio 
Mazzeo Architects designs and creates 
extraordinary spaces, including villas, 
mansions, offices, fine hotels, yachts, and 
much more. From residential to contract 
spaces, each project reveals a tailor’s 
precision in its approach to architecture, 
making dreams come true for even the 
most demanding customer. Fabio Mazzeo 
Architects is always experimenting with 
new forms of beauty, and constantly 
searching for talents, technologies, 
experiences, and arts that can contribute to 
its projects.

Leading the team is the charismatic 
architect, Fabio Mazzeo, who served as 
Creative Director of Exclusiva until 2018, 
and now of the multidisciplinary studio, 
Fabio Mazzeo Architects. The historic 
building in the heart of Rome, home 
of Fabio Mazzeo Architects, becomes 
the epicentre of a collective creativity 
that combines individual talents, the 
finest Italian craftsmanship, advanced 

technologies, and outstanding Italian-
made design brands. Like a modern take 
on the classic Renaissance workshop, 
and animated by the passion for Italian 
elegance that distinguishes all its works, 
Fabio Mazzeo Architects takes care of 
projects from the macro to the micro 
level, from the architectural structure to 
the interior design, to the objects, to the 
furniture, to the site-specific decoration of 
the interior surfaces. It is a holistic vision 
that translates into unique and tailored 
designs expressing new forms of beauty, 
all timeless and exciting for those who live 
and experience them.
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TRADE WINDS

ZENCHA
Design by Sebastian Herkner

CEREMON Y OF ZEN
A homage to mindfulness: a balanced bathroom design blends  

with high qualit y material combinations. V isit our showroom at  
30 Archimedes Street, Kramerville, Sandton, phone 011 555 1220, 

i n f o @ z a . d u r a v i t . c o m  a n d  a t  w w w . d u r a v i t . c o m

DZA_DesigningWays_Zencha_210x297.indd   1DZA_DesigningWays_Zencha_210x297.indd   1 09.08.22   08:1509.08.22   08:15

Karpet Kraft is the one-stop shop 
for all your flooring needs from 
retail and custom-designed rugs 

and carpets to wall-to-wall carpeting, 
vinyl, laminate wooden flooring and astro 
turf.

Karpet Kraft offers the widest selection 
of rugs and carpets for commercial and 
residential projects, sourced from major 
international and South African suppliers, 
from contemporary and traditional to 
custom manufactured solutions. 

Karpet Kraft offers the most diverse 
range of rugs and carpets in varying 
finishes from modern and contemporary 
design to classic and traditional looks and 
feel. Covering the spectrum from pricing 
and products to transform and lift any 
area from lounges, TV rooms, dining 
rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms, kids 
rooms, kitchens to outdoor patios.

Karpet Kraft is also fast becoming 
well-known for the ability to re-kraft, 
modify or re-shape suitable rugs or 
carpets, to meet specific measurements 
and requirements. Karpet Kraft also 
undertakes the restoration of old carpets 
back to their former glory, or resize them 
to fit a new space.

Added to this Husky Design is exclusive 
to Karpet Kraft. These are South African 
designed and locally manufactured 
Custom Hand-made 100% woollen rugs 
and carpets – offering bespoke design 
solutions to match the client’s specific 
requirements. Any shape, any size, any 
designs and any colours. 

The exclusive Husky brand also 
offers the unique and superior machine 
washable Husky Cotton bathroom 
rug range. These are 100% cotton and 
available in a variety of colours and sizes. 
Famously offering extra length and width 
for your bathroom.

Located in Sandton’s premier home 
design district, the exclusive warehouse 
styled  showroom can be found at 9 Appel 
Road, Kramerville, Sandton.

The company offers a free consultation, 
on site service to facilitate the design and/
or the placement of their rugs and carpets.

Karpet Kraft strives to meet the specific 
demands of the discerning South African 
Interior Designer, Decorator and Home 
Owner.

www.karpetkraft.co.za

The flooring specialists in Kramerville
Karpet Kraft

dw
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For Naturedesign the heart of every 
project is the material used and its 
expressive potential. The historic 

brand from Cerea, near Verona - today in 
its third generation, led by Thomas Franco 
- has also been a leader in sustainability 
since the beginning. A search continued 
at Milano Design Week 2022 with the 
collections presented at the Salone del 
Mobile.Milano. Naturedesign’s ethical 
and aesthetic code has always been rooted 
in re-use of materials and the reclamation 
of rare woods, which are then paired with 
stone, glass, leather, and metal in unique 

and ultra-contemporary works of design. 
This is also an act of rediscovery of the 
region’s extraordinary and rare traditions 
of artisan craftsmanship: a heritage to be 
preserved and protected - including, for 
example, the traditional glassmaking arts 
of Murano.

The ILL table is a symbol of the brand’s 
philosophy. The top is made of reclaimed 
wood from centuries' old architecture, 
expertly restored with meticulous and 
skilled woodworking. Treated with 100% 
non-toxic and sustainable paints, it 
preserves the patina of time. The grain of 

the wood reveals the story of its past and 
stands out to tell the story of its future. 
The base is made of cast glass on cast-
iron moulds, a typical Murano process 
that gives this quintessentially sustainable 
material the structural solidity it needs.

The forms become essential in the 
extreme, because the role of design is to 
allow the sensory vibrations of the material 
to emerge. This purity of form returns in 
the Waterfall table, made entirely of glass, 
celebrating the material’s transparency 
and lightness. The poetry of material 
also reimagines a classic accent piece: 
the River sideboard, both modern and 
timeless, which brings together reclaimed 
wood, glass, and leather. The connection 
between domestic spaces and the home 
that characterises all of Naturedesign’s 
work is also apparent in the Lymph table, 
whose sinuous and organic surface evokes 
biomorphic forms and introduces a new 
concept of conviviality.

Artisan processes, natural materials, 
and a low environmental impact supply 
chain that extends to transportation, 
specifically designed to curb CO2 
consumption. Pieces from the latest 
collections are designed for “air-free” 
travel, that is, disassembled and in highly 
compact plastic-free packaging. A way 
to share love and respect for nature with 
everyone who chooses a table, sideboard, 
chair or bookshelf by Naturedesign.

www.naturedesign.com

Naturedesign the power of material in human hands
The historic brand, now in its third generation and a leader in sustainability, continues to 

explore the expressive potential of centuries-old reclaimed wood 
and traditional crafts, resulting in unique works of design.

dw dw

TRADE WINDS

It’s only a little over three months 
now until the leading international 
trade fair for the modern working 

world opens its doors. And it can 
already be stated that it’s looking good 
for ORGATEC 2022 in Cologne. From 
25 to 29 October, international trade 
visitors will find 120,000 square metres 
of exhibition space bursting with 
inspiring ideas and innovations for the 
challenging task of designing the work 
environments of today. The excellent 
response underlines the fact that the 
enforced break due to the pandemic has 
in no way diminished the huge interest 
in ORGATEC 2022. Approximately 600 
companies have already confirmed that 
they will be participating. This makes 
ORGATEC the world's largest business 
platform for the industry this year.

One of these is PALMBERG. For 
Uwe Blaumann, Managing Director of 
PALMBERG Büroeinrichtungen + Services 
GmbH, participation in ORGATEC goes 
without saying: "PALMBERG supports 
the trade fair 100%. ORGATEC is easily 
the best opportunity for presenting our 
products in a national and international 
arena in such a concentrated way. So we 
scheduled in our participation at this 
year's event very early on. As ever, we are 
planning to greet our customers at a stand 
which will be just as large and impressive 
as in previous years.”

But the exhibiting companies are 
not the only ones looking forward to 
October with great anticipation. The retail 
sector is counting on ORGATEC as well. 
The Office and Writing Culture Trade 

Association (HBS/Handelsverband Büro 
und Schreibkultur), for instance, has its own 
stand at the trade fair and is recommending 
that its members visit ORGATEC 2022. 
According to HBS Managing Director 
Christian Haeser, now that it’s finally 
possible to make direct contact with 
industry products and representatives 
once again, it’s extremely important for 
specialised retailers to seize the opportunity. 
ORGATEC is the central hub where they 
can get together with the key players in the 
industry to explore the vital theme of “new 
work” and to continue to give it shape.

ORGATEC 2022 is also firmly 
scheduled in the calendars of interior 
architects. This is confirmed by the 
President of the Association of German 
Interior Architects (bdia), Pia A. Döll: 
"All colleagues are looking forward to 
finally meeting customers, manufacturers 
and clients in person again. Because 
ORGATEC is an ideal platform for 
personal communication and professional 
dialogue. In addition to the international 
exhibitor field and the high-calibre trade 
audience, the conference and event 
programme at ORGATEC also offers a 
variety of new approaches to solutions and 
inspiration for the urgent challenges that 
our association members are currently 
facing." For the members, these are the 
ideal basic conditions for advancing their 
projects and optimising their knowledge 
of working close to people. "That's why," 
Döll continues, "we as an association, but 
certainly also many of our members, will 
be at ORGATEC in Cologne and will have 
many exciting talks and discussions."

It goes without saying that the trade 
fair has a first class, richly varied event 
programme ready for trade visitors 
from all over the world. In cooperation 
with exhibitors and partners such as 
CISCO, SONY, EPSON and TELEKOM, 
ORGATEC offers the opportunity to 
experience hands-on the changes resulting 
from the rapidly advancing flexibility of 
our living and work environments. This 
is one of the trade fair’s biggest success 
factors. After all, this is in fact the only 
way to bring about an understanding of 
what a modern work environment and the 
processes involved, as well as its equipment 
and location, need to look like to meet 
the high level of requirements in terms of 
creative scope, flexibility, efficiency, design 
and technical equipment.

Alongside the event programme 
strictly tailored specifically to the needs 
and interests of the visitor target groups, 
the specific advantages that only an in-
person event can offer are now finally 
returning to the forefront, following a 
period in which such events all too often 
couldn’t take place due to the pandemic. 
ORGATEC 2022 will once again place a 
strong emphasis on networking, personal 
encounters and the kind of matchmaking 
that is so vital for successful business. 
What's more, ORGATEC’s great strength 
– its thematic diversity – will become an 
even more prominent feature this year.

ORGATEC is offering guided tours of 
the trade fair to highlight this diversity 
– specially put together by architects for 
architects. The tours give an overview of 
ORGATEC’s entire spectrum of products 
and services, and allow professionals 
to exchange ideas with each other on 
the key issues facing the sector. Curated 
by prestigious firms of architects, the 
guided tours offer targeted insights into 
the most important ideas and solutions 
relating to topics such as hybrid working, 
the green office and office design in 
general, approached from the individual 
perspective of the architect leading that 
particular tour.

www.ambista.com

ORGATEC 2022
120,000 square metres

full of ideas, innovation and inspiration
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Nobody likes to be uncomfortable. 
Studies show that 74% of 
workers experience pain at their 

desk a few times a week. Whether at the 
office or working from home, if your job 
requires you to remain seated for long 
periods of time, having the right chair is 
a must.

According to Dale Kennedy, Certified 
Professional Ergonomist at Ergomax, 
when it comes to investing in an 
ergonomic office chair, you should always 
buy the best you can with the money you 
have. “If you spend most of the workday 

(four to eight hours) sitting in a task chair, 
it will be in your best interest to get the 
best chair you can afford,” Dale explains.

Not only does the right chair help to 
provide better support to your spine, it 
conforms to your body’s specific shape 
and assists in keeping your muscles and 
tissue in a more natural and neutral 
position. And because you can adjust the 
seat height and armrests, an ergonomic 
chair can easily be customised to fit your 
individual needs while also ensuring 
adequate seat width and depth for your 
body.

Key considerations when choosing the 
perfect office chair

According to Dale, height adjustability is 
one of the most important considerations 
when purchasing a new office chair. You’ll 
know your chair is at the correct height 
when your elbows are in line with the 
desk surface you are using.

Ideally, your knees should be lower 
than your hips, so that your lower back 
is in the optimal position to withstand 
compression force, and your feet should 
be fully supported. If necessary, use a 
footrest to assist with this.

Lumbar adjustability and support
In order of importance, lumbar support 

is a close second when seeking out the 
perfect office chair for your home office 
or workplace. Lumbar adjustability allows 
you to move the backrest of the chair to 
ensure you are getting adequate lumbar 
support, which helps to keep the pressure 
off your lower discs and reduce the risk of 
lower back pain.

Adjustable armrests
Adjustable armrests allow you to move 

them up and down so they can support 
your arms and reduce pressure on your 
back. 

Seat pan
As no two bodies are exactly alike, 

we all have different heights and shapes 
which need to be accommodated when 
seated in an office chair – unfortunately 
fixed seating pans tend to overlook this 

fact. If possible, opt for a soft/adjustable 
seat pan. Shorter people tend to require 
less length. 

What are the benefits of purchasing an 
ergonomic office chair?

Certified ergonomic office chairs are 
designed to provide maximum comfort, 
and reduce back, leg, hip pain and strain.

Ergonomic chairs are adjustable, 
allowing you to customise seat height, 
arm rest height, lumbar support height, 
headrest height and seat depth depending 
on the design.
• Reduce back and body strain
• Reduce fatigue
• Improve productivity
• Reduce stress

What is ergonomic certification for 
office chairs?

Ergonomic certification is given to 
chairs once they have been independently 
inspected by Certified Professional 
Ergonomist (CPE) who confirms that a 
chair’s design meets required standards 
for ergonomic compliance, set out by ISO, 
BIFMA and ANSI standards.

Where can you buy ergonomic office 
chairs in South Africa?

All Office is a leading supplier of reliable, 
high end and ergonomic office chairs for 
individuals and businesses across South 
Africa. We provide excellent customer 
service, paired with expert knowledge, to 
build long lasting relationships with our 
clients.

We also supply other types of office 
furniture including desks, tables, 
multipurpose chairs, storage for items 
and files, and much more.

www.iidprofessions.org.za
www.alloffice.co.za

IID
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Why is having an 
ergonomic office 
chair important?

Getting involved with the IID is probably the most significant 
contribution you can make to your own career.

Why? It tells people that you're serious about 
interior design, interior decorating or interior 
architecture. It indicates your status as a business 

professional with valuable industry skills.
• The IID is the only registered professional body 

representing the interior design industry in South Africa.
• Professional Recognition and Status. Membership gives 

you credibility by belonging to the Interior Design 
professional body, identifying that you are serious about 
what you do.

• Professional Contracts and Fees. 
• The IID and SACAP Partnership that is continuously 

growing.
• Free Marketing. Share content in our newsletter: Fridays 

for the following week’s Social Media platforms, 15th of 
the month for the following month’s content. Contact 
national@iidprofessions.org.za for more information. 

• IID Events and Networking. Great opportunity for you to 
stay visible, exchange ideas and rub shoulders with some 
of the leaders in the profession.

• Discounted Rates for Design Shows and Workshops & 
Relationships with media partners International presence. 
The IID is a member of Ico-D (The International Council 
of Design) which enables the IID to act as a formal 
contact point between the South African Interior Design 
Professions and the international design community.

• SAQA & CPD Points. All IID professional members 
must also engage in continuing professional development 
(CPD). The purpose of CPD is to ensure professional 
members maintain the highest possible standards 
of practice through their commitment to continued 
learning.

• Being recognised by SAQA means the IID has 
recognition as a trusted professional body through an Act 
of Parliament, part of a National database of professional 
bodies that uphold high standards of competence and 
ethics, registration of professional designations on 
the most comprehensive National database of learner 
achievements and exposure to best practice through 
access to fora that improve the functions of professional 
bodies.
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KSA
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July proved to be an exceptionally busy 
month at the KSA.  It started in Port 
Elizabeth and ended with a bang at 

Decorex Joburg.
July saw us have our first formal visit 

back to the Eastern Cape and Garden 
Route since COVID, and it was wonderful 
to be back in the region again.  It was 
clear the industry there was desperate for 
industry interaction and networking, and 
we are looking forward getting back to our 
regular visits.  Kerryn started her trip out 
with a bit of fun team building and bonding 
for the members in Port Elizabeth in the 
form of a retro ten pin bowling evening.  
It was great to see the members let down 
their hair and have a little fun together.  Of 
course, a little healthy competition never 
goes awry, and the evening ended with 
Hansgrohe in fourth place, Roco Fittings 
in third, Easylife Kitchens in second 
and National Edging taking first place.  
Prizes were sponsored by Hansgrohe and 
Caesarstone.  The Easylife team also went 
home with the best dressed award having 
their all-female team dolled up in lumo 
pink vests and hardhats.

Traveling down the coast to George 
we had a treat and held our golf day 
at the beautiful George Country Club.  
The course was beautiful, and the team 
could not have been more helpful on the 
day.  The hole sponsors went all out with 
drinks, snacks, a mini braai and a bite the 

marshmallow competition, all of which 
added to the festivities on the course.  

The results for the day were:
• 1st place: team PG Bison
• 2nd place: team Innovus / Sonae 

Arauco 3

KSA Update

• 3rd place: team Innovus / Sonae 
Arauco 1

• 4th place: team Innovus / Sonae 
Arauco 2

• 5th place: team Davidsons Boards 1
• 6th place: team Roco Fittings
• 7th place: team Davidsons Boards 2
• Longest Day: team Blum SA

The amazing four-ball prizes were 
sponsored by Caesarstone,  ProQuartz, 
Blum SA, Grass ZA,  Max on Top and 
National Edging

On the course prizes were as follows:
• Nearest to the pin on the 6th – 

Wynand – prize sponsored by 
Niemann SA

• Nearest to the pin on the 13th – Josh 
– prize sponsored by Buco

• Nearest to the pin on the 15th – Ryno 
– prize sponsored by Surface Studio

• Nearest to the pin on the 17th – 
Wynand – prize sponsored by PG 
Bison

• Longest drive on the 18th – Ben – 
prize sponsored by Franke

• Player of the day – Jaco du Bruyn – 
prize sponsored by Hansgrohe

We then headed up to Johannesburg for 
the return of Decorex Joburg.  With the 

new location of the Sandton Convention 
Centre, it was like a whole new show.  
The show was beautifully curated, and 
we were proud to see that the majority 
of the kitchen companies exhibiting were 
KSA members.  We were once again 
privileged to hold our first ever Kitchen 
trend project as part of the show, which 
was sponsored by Blum SA, Franke, Grass 
ZA, PG Bison, Max on Top, Salvocorp, 
Sonae Arauco and SA Stone Studio.  These 
fantastic KSA supplier members had the 
vision to work with us on making this 
project a reality, and had their materials 
and products beautifully showcased by 
the four participating kitchen companies 
– Blue Leaf Design, Martin Meyer 
Kitchens, Pascal Interior Design and 
Cabinetry Services and Shadowline.  The 
project drew a lot of positive attention, 
and we were very proud to have been able 
to make it a reality.

Other KSA members showcasing 
at Decorex Joburg were Caesarstone, 
Infinity, Cosentino, Eurofit, Totem, 
Sterlings, Rehau, Fineline, Moremi 
Kitchens, DeNic Cabinets, Curves and 
Bevels, Optima Kitchens, Seno SA, 
ProQuartz, Franke, Whirlpool, Ergo 
Designs, Unipanel, twelve, nuuma, blu_
line, Womag and Davidsons Boards/
Kayreed with Egger.   We were also proud 

to see KSA members walk away with some 
of the show's most prestigious awards, with 
Cosentino taking the marketing award, 
ProQuartz and Sapien Stone taking the 
sustainability award and blu_line taking 
the best kitchen and best overall stand 
award.  Congratulations to them all.

Coming up we have our annual golf days:
Cape Town: 8 September – for 

more information contact Carmen on 
westerncape@ksa.co.za

Johannesburg: 22 September – for 
more information contact Stephanie on 
stephanie@ksa.co.za

News will also soon be released about 
our KZN Gala Dinner event so keep an 
eye on our social media.

www.ksa.co.za

Decorex Joburg

The kitchen trend project at Decorex JoburgGeorge golf day

George golf day PE ten pin bowling and the kitchen 
trend project at Decorex Joburg
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DW-When was it founded and where do 
you operate now? How has it expanded?
Adam:

OKHA was founded in 1997, in Cape 
Town. Over the last three years we have 
expanded massively overseas, we have put 
a lot of effort into stimulating the overseas 
market. We started about three years ago, 
now we have 14 design gallery showrooms 
that represent us overseas. Really amazing 
showrooms in Dallas, New York, Atlanta, 
LA, Paris, London, Perth, Sydney and 
Warsaw.

DW-What is your philosophy on design?
Adam:

I really like substance, weight, mass. 
You know, I like things to have a sense 
of permanence. This kind of table, the 
structure of it, the mass, the volume of it. 
100 years from now it's still going to exist. 
I really believe in longevity. To me good 
design has longevity. Fast design isn't for 
me, and sustainability is really big part of 
our standards.

DW-What is the inspiration behind the 
Ambiguous forms collection?
Adam:

Ambiguity is the fact that the shape 
itself is ambiguous. Is it geometric? Is 
it organic, because it is actually? If you 
look at the shape of these tables, there's 
a lot of geometry involved. Then there 

are irregular, sort of random organic 
movements as well, and it's about 
definition. We have a tendency to want to 
define everything and put things in boxes, 
and I'm actually celebrating ambiguity, 
celebrating the fact that it defies definition. 
It's quite humorous in a way.

DW-What are the materials that you have 
used and why?
Adam:

Timber, massive solid slabs of timber, all 
naturally fallen timbers, and I've kind of 

Interview with Adam Court
OKHA

given them a new identity, but at the same 
time I put a lot of emphasis in expressing 
the essence and the characteristics of the 
woods. It's a lot of paradoxes and ironies 
then that.

DW-What is the process that goes into 
making these tables?
Adam:

We did a lot of experimenting with 
sand casting, basically you're pouring 
liquid molten metal, which is around 
2000 degrees Celsius into a sand cast. This 
cast by the nature of the material is very 
rough and raw, we are intentionally doing 
quite crude casting, so it's intentionally 
imperfect, and that way it's unpredictable. 
You don't know what you are going to 
get every time you cast, you are kind of 
leaving it to nature in a way.

In some ways we are interfering 
when we shape the wood. We are also 
expressing the beauty of the wood, and 
we are allowing certain natural things and 
beautiful accidents to happen with the 
sand casting processes. Absolutely every 
single piece is unique.

DW-Tell us more about the Repose Sofa?
Adam:

 It is very much a landscape. It is a 
very sculptural piece. The Repose Sofa 
came about through an interior design 
project that I was working on. It was a 
very difficult space, a very awkward space, 
hence the shape: the sofa was to fit in that 

space, and it was an open plan space, I 
wanted to create a piece of furniture that 
was aesthetically pleasing from all angles.

DW-What are some of your favourite 
pieces you’ve designed?
Adam:

I guess Repose is great and it's doing 
really well overseas. Frank Barstool 
has become quite an iconic piece for 
something that's so stripped down and 
lean and minimalist, it actually says a lot 
with it's whole less is more philosophy, it's 
saying a lot with very little, so that's really 
nice.

I am really just enjoying playing with 
materials and experimenting with shape 
and form at the moment, and I'm really 
liking these one off pieces and limited 
series pieces, they allow me to be a lot 
more self-indulgent. I studied fine art 
and sculpture at college, so it's kind of me 
going back to that, those roots.

DW-What pieces are coming up that we 
can look forward to? Anything exciting? 
Any exciting pieces that you are working 
on at the moment?
Adam:

Yes, I've got a new dining table, new 
dining chair. They're called ‘More and 
Amore’, amor meaning love. ‘More and 
Amore’ just means more love, right? 
Because I think that's something that we 
can all benefit from. I love asymmetry. 
Everything is sort of asymmetrical, 
everything is beautifully in discord, so 
the ‘More and Amore’ table is, again, a 
exploration of asymmetry. The legs are 
irregularly placed, it's not rectilinear. It is 
shaped in an awkward way but it manages 
to achieve balance at the same time. ‘More 
and Amore’ series of tables and chairs are 
coming very soon.

www.okha.com

Repose Sofa

Adam Court

Ambiguous collection

Ambiguous collection

Ambiguous collection

Ambiguous collection

Repose Sofa
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“Furthermore, with our folding bike models, 
VELLO has already successfully established 
itself as an innovative folding bike brand in 
Germany and Austria. The next logical step 
for us is to expand into France”.

All VELLO folding e-bikes, including 
this new ultra-lightweight model, are 
equipped with the all-in-one rear-hub 
motor:
• Lightweight starting at 9,9 kg electric 

(6,5 kg non-electric)
• Fast folding in 8 seconds
• Large 20-inch wheels with small 

folding size (57x79x29 cm)
• Energy recuperation
• All-in-one electric motor with built-

in battery
• Connectivity via app
• Electronic motor lock
• Theft location

• Optional external remote control 
with boost function

With its 4 built-in sensors and unique 
KERS technology (kinetic energy recovery 
system), known from Formula-1 cars, the 
battery can recharge while braking or 
going downhill. VELLO folding electric 
bikes have a wide operating range - when 
fully charged, the battery lasts up to 50 km 
at maximum engine power, and is nearly 
unlimited when used in full recuperation 
mode.

The additional slope sensor, integrated 
into the electric motor, functions similar 
to a gear shift in that it adjusts the motor 
assistance automatically for optimal 
cadence.

Optionally, the VELLO bikes can be 
equipped with the Schlumpf Drive gear 
system: Speed Drive for urban settings 

or Mountain Drive for rural ascends. 
With the planetary gearing Speed-
Drive, speeds well beyond the 25 km/h 
limit for electric motors are possible 
with a comfortable cadence. With the 
Mountain-Drive, on the other hand, 
steeper climbs of up to 17% can be 
tackled easily.

The official presentation of the lightest 
folding electric bike will take place at the 
VELLO stand at Pavillon 6/ G08a at Pro 
Days Paris on Monday, July 4th at 10:30 
am, 1 place de la Porte de Versailles, 
75015 Paris.

If you would like to test any of the 
VELLO bikes, please contact the company 
for your media release.

Photography credit: VELLO BIKE

en.vello.bike

PRODUCT 
DESIGN
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VELLO BIKE, the 
innovative folding 
bike manufacturer 

and mobility provider from 
Austria, will present the first 

electric bike under 10 kg at 
Pro-Days Paris 2022. The bike 

presentation will take place on 
Monday, July 4th at 10:30 at the 
VELLO stand in pavilion 6/ G08a.

"With its patented lightweight 
1.9 kg full-titanium VELLO 
frame and 8-seconds-folding 
mechanism, we have managed 
to push the boundaries for 
lightweight folding electric 
bikes. It weighs 9.9 kg, while 

using off-the-shelve standard 
component parts. This sets a huge 

milestone in the bike industry,” 
says Industrial designer and VELLO 

company founder, Valentin Vodev. 

Vello Presents Worlds Lightest Folding Electric Bike at Paris Prodays
Paris, France
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A s a famous Chinese hot pot brand, 
with its own legendary story, 
"Haidilao" has evolved with 

consumer demands of the times. In 2018, 
as a chain restaurant brand upgrade, we 
started to break through the original 
hot pot dining space preferences of red 
and black with "natural", "fresh", and 
"healthy". The fresh space vision conveys 
the brand's concern for ingredients, and 
the bigger reform in space design is the 
understanding and consideration for 
operation and modular update.

In the second phase of the upgrade, 
space props were optimised to improve 
service efficiency, and softer tones were 
given visually. The improvement of the 
intellectual restaurant was paired with the 
brand's evolutionary technology for food 
safety, highlighting the intention of the 
brand's automated system and immersion 
in a different hot pot dining experience.

For the upgrade of the latest generation 
of "Haidilao", we are thinking about 
whether we can give more consideration  
to the brand's social feedback, and expand 

New Version 
of Haidilao

Shenzhen, China

LED Display board not only shows the information but also can interact with guests.Maximise space use for the restaurant, with some privacy to the guest.

Dining area Dining area
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the brand's consistent service ethos 
into more humanistic care, in addition 
to changes in the customer dining 
experience.

"Happy" - enhancing the comfort of 
dining to meet contemporary demands. 
Multi-person dining scenarios are not the 
only consideration anymore, and single-
person hot pot eating can also be enjoyed 
with peace of mind and comfort. The 
modular design of the booth can still be 
flexibly combined and adapted according 
to the different volume conditions of each 
store.

"Deliver" positive energy - As the 
needs of mothers and babies have not yet 
expanded and been embraced by society, 
we hope to convey social responsibility 
through our brand. In addition to the 
original children's playroom, we have 
created a compassionate mother and 
baby room, open to all mothers with 
breastfeeding needs.

"Limitless” - If joy is the enhancement 
of comfort in the dining experience, 
no limits refers to our desire to create a 
more imaginative and exciting space. In 
the newly upgraded colour palette, the 
gradient of blue and green tones imagines 
the future world.

The private dining room can have flexible expanding use.

Fresh blue and green colours reflect the hot pot's red colour, 
and puts focus on the fresh ingredients

"All in one" table, can display food, beverage, and also a space to 
store tableware. The folding table can be adjusted according to the 
number of diners.

Cloakroom

Cloakroom
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Bedrooms

Running lights to create communication 
between customers and services could 
also be the medium to change the scene, 
so that "eating hot pot" is no longer the 
limitation of the established impression.

In line with the trend and needs of the 
times, we are creating not only a closed-
loop dining experience in the space of 
iterative renewal of "Haidilao", but are also 
thinking about how to perfectly blend the 
brand, operation, service, and customer 
experience, and continue to heat up the 
emotions and memories between us with 
the culture of one pot.

Technical sheet
• Creative Director: Kuang Ming(Ray) 

Chou
• Concept Design: Ting Ho, Ming Shi
• Interior Design: Garvin Hong, 

Xudong Wang, Yuqin Chou, Dandan 
Guo, Jing Wu, Zihao Yao, Yuxuan Li, 
Changsong Li

• Lighting Design: Vera Chu, Chia 
Huang Liao

• FF&E Design: Ping Xue, Ruiping He
• Video: Ming Shi
• Photographer: Vincent Wu

www.vermilionzhou.com/commerical/
project-one-dnygz-rjgr7-ebxmh-agebw-

jhtsw-t22bz
Cabin dining seats provide some privacy for guests.

The manicure area is one of the highlights of the service, providing some fun for the guests when they are wait-
ing, we positioned it at the entrance to attract the people, and disperse the pedestrian flow.
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BEDROOMS

More sometimes is more, at least 
in the bedroom.

This comes into play when 
layering various soft, easy textures.  
Layering a bedroom with softness and 
quality can increase positive energy.

Speaking of layers, the experts 
are seeing an inclination toward 
more dimension and depth through 
accessorised colour.  Think interesting art 
pieces, varied lighting and throw cushions 
in jewel tones.

The simplest way to add layered depth 
to a bedroom is starting with the star 
feature: the bed.  No piece of bedroom 
furniture or décor will ever be more 
important than the ever crucial bed.

When short on space, having an extra 
set of drawers on hand is a huge benefit.  
This is where storage beds come in.

A daybed is another favourite 
contemporary bed.  It is perfect for a guest 
room, TV room or teen’s bedroom.

Headboards are once again becoming 
popular, with big, bold shapes in bright 
colours and patterned fabrics being a go 
to choice.

Lying in bed and can’t get comfortable?
One of the vital details in our bedroom 

we often forget about is the mattress.  
Getting the right mattress can mean an 
increase in comfort, durability and the 
overall aesthetic of the room.

Bedrooms 
by Stienie Greyling

The best mattress is one that delivers 
support and comfort at the right price.  
It is an important decision – getting a 
good night’s sleep is essential to a person’s 
health and wellbeing.

 
Which is the best type of mattress?

The short answer is that there is not 
a single best type of mattress because 
everyone is different, so the right type for 
you depends on your body, health and 
sleep style.

Secondly, it is because the differences 
between each type of mattress are 
increasingly insignificant. Mattresses 
have advanced so much over the last years 
alone that it can be difficult to notice any 
noticeable difference when sleeping on 
them.

However, it can be helpful to know 
what each mattress type is before one 
make a final choice.

Soft lighting and a soft colour scheme can 
transform an average room into relaxing.

Things to take note of regarding lighting 
in the bedroom. Light is one of the most 
important factors when it comes to our 
circadian rhythms (the daily cycle of our 
sleeping and being awake).  Thus, we need 
to properly manage it in the space where 
we will be spending roughly one third of 
our lives.

Generally a bedroom needs ambient 
and task lighting, but also accent lighting 
if certain pieces need to be highlighted 
like artwork, consider the bedroom size 
and how much of it one really wants to 
illuminate.

Curved furniture with soft lines will 
be popular in 2022.  Soft surfaces, deep 
cushions and plush bedding are the future 
of bedroom design.

Mixing other colours with white can 
create custom colours and white widely 
used in two tone effects.  Its overall 
versatility and popularity arguably make 

white the most popular furniture colour 
for painted furniture.  Light coloured 
furniture can help a small room feel 
bigger and more airy because it doesn’t 
stand out in the way that dark furniture 
does.  It brings more light into the space.

Big floral patterns make a room appear 
larger.  Install wallpaper with horizontal 
stripes to make a bedroom seem wider, 
or commit to vertical stripes to stretch 
the room visually and raise the ceiling.  A 
busy pattern featuring chevrons, simple 
geometric designs or a texture that mimics 
marble can make a room seem bigger.
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line and customisation possibilities exist 
for the Roma Lounge armchair.

On the cabinet’s wooden doors is a 
geometric decoration that can be printed 
on a single-colour lacquered finish, with 
the possibility of maintaining the sides 
in curved wood covered in leather. This 
customisable and versatile piece, within 
which are four glass shelves, comes with 

doors that can be made of glass or wood 
(with or without decoration).

The geometric element that 
characterises the cabinet appears as well 
on the sideboard, which was designed to 
have wooden or glass doors. The wooden 
version can be customised with a printed 
geometric decoration, and the top is 
available in light marble.

The tops of the étagère, made of 
single-colour glossy lacquered wood, are 
vertically interspersed on the back with 
padded panels that can be upholstered 
in leather and embroidered. The vertical 
metal structure of the étagère is available 
in two types of finishes.

In the bedroom area of the Roma 
collection, is a bed made with a wing 
structure completely covered in bouclé 
fabric, both on the headboard and on 
the bed frame. The bed is partnered 
with a dressing table, available with or 
without a mirror, with a top in lacquered 
wood and side suspended drawer units 
covered in leather. The metal legs return 
to the dressing table, as a distinctive 
thread throughout the entire collection. 
Designed to be combined with beauty, the 
fully-padded and leather-covered pouf 
brings back the geometric decoration 
typical of the capsule.

The contemporary lines of the Roma 
chest of drawers and bedside table further 
define the sleeping area, offering solutions 
both elegant and comfortable. The lacquered 
wood chest of drawers has a system of 
drawers with handles, for carefully storing 
clothes and household linen.

The bedside table, on the other hand, is 
a support surface that can accommodate 
all the objects that are usually used before 
bed: a book, a small lamp, an alarm clock. 

Turri has created a transversal 
fil rouge of trends embracing 
a contemporary style, as it 

increasingly seeks to address the demands 
of younger generations.

The brand’s collaboration with Monica 
Armani breathed life and international 
flair into Turi’s new capsule collection, 
Roma, which strikes an ideal balance of 
aesthetics, innovation, technology and 
tradition. Roma equally represents Ms. 
Armani’s stylistic code and the well-
honed execution of the Turri company.

The element most characteristic of the 
collection is the round arch – a synthesis of 
perfection and harmony found frequently 
in the Eternal City. Counterbalancing 
the continuous reference to these arches 
and the know-how of the Turri brand is 
Monica Armani’s recognisable aesthetic, 
which together create an exclusive 
relationship.

Roma, with its soft and rounded lines, 
shows its innovative DNA in the choice 
and use of fine materials. The historic 
ability of the Turri brand to create 
lacquered surfaces finds its maximum 
expression in Roma, which also features 
precious fabrics, embroidered leathers 

and geometric prints – which are applied 
to the doors of products as unique as they 
are timeless.

«Straight and round lines chase each other, 
connecting to create unique objects born 
from the union of historical memory and 
contemporaneity» explains Monica Armani.

The semicircular section formed by the 
arch, the cornerstone of this collection, 
defines a wide range of furnishings for the 
living and sleeping areas.

The seductively simple living dimension 
offers two table models: the first confirms 
the circular theme of the capsule in its legs 
and top. It features a singular metal base 
of vertical tubes (available in Champagne 
Gold and Graphite Grey finishes) with a 
round or rectangular top in Calacatta Gold 
marble. The second table, rectangular yet 
with a rounded design, boasts a top with 
rounded corners and cylindrical legs. It is 
made entirely of single-colour lacquered 
wood, highlighting Turri's expertise in 
lacquering.

The collection would not be complete 
without accompanying chairs. With 
smooth or embroidered backrests in 
fabric or leather, the Roma chairs again 
reference the thematic arches. The same 

BEDROOMS

Roma
the new Turri + Monica Armani Capsule Collection

Roma dining Miami Roma dining Miami

Roma Salone

Roma dining Miami

Roma Salone
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More so than ever, sustainability 
is becoming increasingly 
important to consumers 

and greatly influences their purchasing 
decisions, especially as consumers now 
see themselves as the primary catalysts 
for change. One of these ways is through 
sustainable choices and changing the way 
we think about recycled materials. With 
this challenge in mind, we have developed 
a product that embraces a circular economy. 
We have developed a fabric for the next 
generation. A fabric designed to inspire 
designers and manufacturers. A fabric 
that challenges the status quo. A fabric 
that questions traditional materials and 
methods. A fabric that drives a material 
revolution by transforming a once 
destructive product into a symbol of hope 
and change.

Bespoke textile solutions for Interior 
Designers

At the House of Canvex, we carry a 
creative collaborative vision of connecting 
local textile designers and artists with 
interior decorators, furniture manufacturers 
and consumers across South Africa. 
Through this platform, we can provide our 
immensely talented local designers and 
artists with an opportunity to create truly 
one-of-a-kind works of art, that are then 
transformed into beautiful textile prints.

Consumers today are more diverse, 
more demanding and more unpredictable 
than ever before. Trend cycles are getting 
shorter, and meeting this demand for 
unique prints can be challenging.

This creatively unique solution offers 
interior designers and decorators the 
flexibility to stay ahead of the curve 
by offering their clients a completely 
bespoke product that not only meets their 
unique demands, but one that promotes 
sustainability and supports local industry.

How do we do this?
Our team of digital design gurus have a 

deep understanding and expertise of textile 
printing, and are equipped to turn the 
artist's vision into beautiful works of art.

Our platform will allow designers to 
witness their beautiful creations come to 
life in homes, restaurants, retail stores and 
offices across South Africa.

What makes our textiles so unique?
Ethical manufacturers such as 

ourselves, are challenged to find a balance 
between providing consumers with 
high-quality textiles and doing so in an 
environmentally sustainable way.

We took our passion for textiles and 
turned it into a brand that is committed to 
sustainability and supporting local industry.

Through this passion and vast 
industry expertise, we have completely 
revolutionised the textile industry in 
South Africa, by becoming the first 
manufacturer in the country to convert 
South African rPET yarn into homeware 
textiles – with full traceability.

Our House of Canvex textiles are not only 
beautifully raw, but they convey a sense of 
luxurious modernity. Countless hours of 
R&D and perfecting our weave, we have 
developed a real sustainable solution that 
provides the durability of virgin polyester 
with the luxurious feel of high-end textiles.

We offer South African consumers 
with on-demand, industry leading digital 
printing technology with smaller MOQs 
and quicker turnaround times; with fully 
scalable manufacturing processes to fulfil 
any size order.

Our locally inspired in-house designs
Our passionate team is driven and 

dedicated to the beauty of aesthetics, 
and our in-house designs are not only 
influenced by international trends, but 
also take inspiration from local elements – 
offering both international design appeal 
without sacrificing our local connection 
and environment.

Our in-house designs are offered 
through our ever-growing agent network 
all across South Africa, with new ranges 
being added constantly.

www.houseofcanvex.com
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BEDROOMS
The Future 
of Fabrics

House of Canvex

The Roma bedside table, in addition to 
a suspended shelf, comes with a useful 
storage compartment.

Completing the bedroom area is a 
wild product that can be understood as a 
coffee table and / or lamp, and, therefore, 
can also find its home in the lounge-living 
area. This semicircular coffee table and 
lamp hybrid is made entirely of metal and 
is designed in both finishes.

The architecture of the products in the 
Roma collection come with a valuable 
benefit: Due to their encased designs, the 
double-sided bed, étagère and sideboard, 
in particular, can stand independently. 
In this way, Roma furnishings give you 
maximum placement flexibility. They can 
be positioned along the side of a room 
or boldly in its centre, where they act as 
beautiful showpieces or even serve as 
creative partitions for larger rooms. They 
are available in the finishes specified in the 
company's samples and, where possible, 
can be combined with Champagne 
Gold and Graphite Gray metal. All 
customisation options are frequently 
refined but always entail signature graphic 
symbols and precious details.

In the interior project proposed by 
Monica Armani for Turri there are also 

two rugs, available in two shapes, round 
or oval, both white and made of Botanical 
Silk. The typical motif of the Roma 
collection is drawn here on a loom.

With its rounded shapes and tactile 
curves, Roma supports the Turri brand 
through its expression of simplicity, 
elegance and authenticity.

www.turri.it/en

Roma dining Miami

Roma dining Paris
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Kiwinet mosquito nets

We’re in love with white. For its light, its purity, minimalism and versatility. 
White is a poem itself and our Kiwinet mosquito nets wrap their diaphanous 
allure into every bedroom they touch.

With the Kiwinet vision to be the best, most innovative design and manufacturing 
company of the finest mosquito nets in Africa and beyond, and our mission to create a safe 
Sleep Sanctuary for a romantic, dreamy, restful experience while saving lives, we’re trusting 
white this season to let the light shine though.

www.kiwinet.co.za

34 Daneel Street STANFORD 7210
+27 28 341 0209  |  info@kiwinet.co.za   |  www.kiwinet.co.za

Photo Credit: Align Design
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floating shelving and bespoke cabinetry a 
key look this season.

Perhaps the biggest bathroom trend 
one can expect to see in 2022 is an 
emphasis on serene, smooth surfaces and 
understated, organic materials.  Think 
large slabs of monochromatic stone, matte 
black fixtures and light oak wood surfaces 
that are naturally elegant. Achieve a subtle 
statement with the trend for marble in the 
bathroom with white and grey shades to 
create more luxurious schemes.

Create a feeling of opulence with door 
hardware and electrical accessories that 
contrast against the marble tones, or opt for 
a coordinated look with cabinet hardware 
that matches with the marble veining.

According to top interior designers, 
modern blue, light green and warmer neutral 
bathroom colour schemes are popular in 
2022. These are a continuation of 2021's best 
bathroom colour trends in many ways.  In a 
similar fashion, shades like taupe, all-white 
bathrooms and warm natural undertones are 
also trending this year.

Zen is becoming more popular in 
interior design recently, which is about 
expressing a sense of harmony and 
balance.  Zen style and bathroom design 
can make a perfect match, since the 
bathtub bathroom is the most relaxing 
spot in the home.
Create warm, relaxing lighting.

Warm lighting, particularly in the 
evening, promotes relaxation and helps 

to calm the mind.  Whether bathing or 
having a shower before bed, flick on a 
small accent light that emits a soft, mellow 
glow in the bedroom.  A compact pink 
peach Himalayan salt wall plug will help 
cleanse the air in the bedroom.

A beautiful candle is a true luxury.  In a 
bathroom setting it not only offers a scent 
that makes one feel good, but it creates that 
ever soothing candle lit ambiance at night.

dw

BATHROOMS

Since the inception of the luxury soak, 
standalone tubs have been the centre 
of attention, showers on the other 

hand take centre stage in 2022.  A walk-in 
shower or a wet room makeover will create 
the bathroom feel beyond any shadow of a 
doubt high end and fashionable.

In 1767, William Feetham invented the 
first mechanised shower.  Initially a stove 
maker, Feetham’s shower had a lukewarm 
reception as it recycled the same water 
if heated, meaning the water became 
increasingly dirty as one bathed.  Over 
the following decades the design of the 
mechanism was enhanced, but it didn’t 
gain popularity until Dr Merry Delabost, 
a French physician, designed the first mass 
showers for the Rouen prison in 1872.  Lined 
up as if cattle en route to slaughter, these 
rows of shower stalls were similar to prison 
cells.  As showers slowly left the prison, they 
found their way into gymnasiums and army 
barracks. (Information: pinup magazine-
shower-history).

What is the current trend in bathrooms?
With clean lines and sleek shapes a 

big trend for bathrooms, storage follows 
the same lead with built-in vanity units, 

Bathrooms
by Stienie Greyling
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Perfectly balanced bathroom design that 
flatters the senses with tactile surfaces
• Inspired by Japanese rituals and 

craftsmanship
• Organically shaped sanitary objects 
• Minimalistic, modular storage 

furniture
• Selected finishes from wood to 

textured glass
• High-quality materials such as 

DuraCeram® and DuraSolid® for 
optimum look and feel

• Bathtubs with a pool-like feeling

The outstanding design of the Zencha 
bathroom collection by Sebastian 
Herkner was inspired by traditional 
Japanese rituals and craftmanship, and 
combines unusual above-counter basins 
with minimalistic furniture. The most 
striking feature of the basins and bathtub 
is the rounded shape that opens into 
a graceful, outward-curving edge. The 
dual-walled sanitary objects made from 
DuraCeram® and DuraSolid® are paired 
with modular, geometric bathroom 
furniture with an elegant frame. The 
furniture is made from materials such 
as wood and textured glass and not only 
offers plenty of storage space, but is also 
extremely pleasant to the touch. “I’ve 

always wanted to develop a bathroom 
series for Duravit,” said the designer from 
Offenbach. He can now take his place in 
the roll-call of renowned designers such 
as Philippe Starck and Cecilie Manz who 
have designed collections for the German 
manufacturer. 

Striking & delicate: the design
The bathroom is one of the most 

important rooms in the house. It is 
increasingly becoming a place of retreat 
and ritual. With its balanced shapes, 
colours, and materials, Zencha appeals to 
all of our senses. The inspiration for the 
design are hand-made ceramic teacups 
that the designer discovered in Japan. 
Their gentle, organic shapes are transposed 
on to the sanitary objects in abstract form. 
Designed as cambered rectangles, they are 
bulbous at the bottom and taper upwards 
with an elegant curve. The materials 
used are equally sensual, with basins 
manufactured from DuraCeram®. This 
material enables above-counter basins 
with an extremely thin rim thickness to be 
created that are robust and extremely easy 
to care for. Seamlessly manufactured from 
DuraSolid®, the bathtubs impress with 
their pleasantly warm feel and elegant 
matt aesthetic. 

The straight-lined design of the 
furniture creates an intriguing contrast 
to the organic sanitary objects and 
complements the collection’s subtle 
material and colour concept. The 
outstanding design feature here is an 
elegant frame just six millimetres thick. It 
creates a uniform shadow gap that lends 
the furniture a graceful and effortless feel. 
“You can only manufacture technically 
sophisticated solutions like this in a 
consistent quality if, like Duravit, you 
have your own manufacturing facilities 
with the corresponding expertise and high 
levels of craftsmanship,” said Herkner.

Multi-faceted & functional: modular 
furniture elements

The furniture of the Zencha collection 
is designed in a modular fashion and 

Zencha by Sebastian Herkner
A homage to mindfulness and traditional craftsmanship

Sebastian Herkner 
by Gaby Gerster

can be deployed in a variety of ways, for 
instance as open shelves or drawers with 
push-open and self-closing technology. 
Combined with the above-counter basin, 
they become a beautiful centrepiece in the 
bathroom. As a storage area for everyday 
(bathroom) items, they give structure 
to the room and imbue coziness into 
various styles. The carcass and frame 
of the furniture come with an easy-to-
clean surface and anti-fingerprint effect 
and are available in the subtle colours 
White Super Matt, Taupe Super Matt, and 
Graphite Super Matt. The cabinet fronts 
add a playful element and are offered in 
a range of variants. While the options 
in Natural Oak and Oak Black produce 
a warm and tactile effect, white plate 
glass and black textured glass introduce 
a degree of sensual elegance into the 

bathroom. Herkner has further designed 
a separate mirror that emulates the 
contour of the round basins. Its organic 
form is accentuated by an all-round LED 
strip, and the light is turned on and off via 
a sensor on the bottom edge of the mirror. 

Elegant above-counter basins
The sanitary objects made from 

DuraCeram® consist of two differently 
shaped above-counter basins: a curved 
square measuring 420 x 420 mm and a 
rounded rectangle measuring 550 x 390 
mm – in each case with or without a tap 
panel – in the colours White, White Satin 
Matt, Gray Satin Matt, and Anthracite 
Matt. The square variant of the above-
counter basin with its ceramic cover is a 
particular talking point in the bathroom, 
and is also covered by Duravit’s lifetime 

warranty. It can be combined with toilets 
from a range of Duravit lines.

Bathtubs with a pool-like feeling
The shape of the square version of 

the free-standing bathtub, made from 
DuraSolid® and measuring 1250 x 1250 
mm, is drawn from the square above-
counter basin. Bathers are invited to 
immerse themselves blissfully into the 
deep water, an experience reminiscent 
of a Japanese Onsen bath. The bathtub 
is additionally available in two compact 
versions measuring 1600 x 850 mm and 
1800 x 900 mm, optionally with the air 
whirl system integrated into the base for 
a gentle massage effect. 

www.duravit.com

The outstanding design of the Zencha bathroom collection by Sebastian 
Herkner was inspired by traditional Japanese rituals and craftsmanship 
and combines unusual above-counter basins with minimalistic furniture. 
(carcass Graphite Super Matt, front Black Oak)

The furniture of the Zencha collection is designed in a modular fashion 
and can be deployed in a variety of ways, for instance as open shelves or 
drawers with push-open and self-closing technology. (carcass White Super 
Matt, front Natural Oak)

The shape of the square version of the free-standing bathtub, made 
from DuraSolid® and measuring 1250 x 1250 mm, is drawn from 
the square above-counter basin. Bathers are invited to immerse 
themselves blissfully into the deep water, an experience reminiscent 
of a Japanese Onsen bath.

The sanitary objects made from DuraCeram® consist of two differently shaped above-counter basins: a curved square measuring 
420 x 420 mm and a rounded rectangle measuring 550 x 390 mm – in each case with or without a tap panel – in the colours 
White, White Satin Matt, Gray Satin Matt, and Anthracite Matt.
(basins Anthracite Matt/ carcass Graphite Super Matt, front Glass Black Line Structure)
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shower enclosures high quality solutions. 
In a furnishing project, the bathroom is 
considered not only from the viewpoint 
of functionality and efficiency, but above 
all of harmony. Whichever solution 
you choose, Duka therefore makes it 
possible to create refined combinations 
or surprising contrasts that change the 
atmosphere of your bathroom. Thus, the 
shower enclosure can be combined with 
the taps and fittings, the lacquer of the 
sink, the finish of the radiator or other 
accessories. libero 4000 also offer the 
same liberty in designing the bathroom 
space.

natura 4000
natura 4000 is the shower enclosure that 

guarantees longevity and performance 
thanks to the purity of its lines, the 

stability guaranteed by 6 mm tempered 
safety glass and the technical innovations 
that define it. It is available in a standard 
height of 200 cm and a special height of 
210 cm.

libero 4000
libero 4000 is the synthesis of an 

elegant formal and expressive balance. 
The walk-in In shower enclosure with 
6 mm tempered safety glass combines 
functionality and aesthetics in an open 
space, defined only by a glass wall that 
separates the shower area from the rest of 
the bathroom.

The structural elements and metal 
components of natura 4000 and libero 
4000 are fixed to the glass by the proven 
Duka UV adhesive technology that 
eliminates the need for screws and ensures 

high glass resistance. The smooth inner 
surface, without any raised components 
or obstacles, facilitates care and cleaning 
of the shower enclosure, enhancing its 
aesthetics.

Other functional features, such as 
the offset pivot point of the revolving 
and bi-folding door solutions, which 
optimises the shower space, and the 
splash protection, which offers maximum 
protection and discretion, underline the 
quality of the two series.

Design, well-being, freedom and 
colour.

Colour Up Your Life! with the new 
versions of natura 4000 and libero 4000.

www.duka.it/en

A fter pura 5000 ColourArt, Duka 
continues the aesthetic and 
conceptual restyling of the icons 

of its production. With the new Colour 
Up Your Life proposal, some solutions 
from natura 4000 and libero 4000 series 
bring colour into the bathrooms. The new 
duka shower enclosures become elements 
with an even more contemporary appeal.

Technological, functional, safe, 
beautiful. The numerous models of natura 
4000 and libero 4000 Colour Up Your 
Life series reinterpret the concept of well-
being as comfort and visual gratification. 
Design and colour create unique and 
emotional environments.

Profiles, handles, hinges and other 
structural components are turned into 
elegant decorative details thanks to the 
new, brilliant metal finishes copper 
pearl, brass pearl and black pearl. Shower 
enclosures thus become increasingly 
customisable spaces, for different 
configurations that suit the space - 
domestic, wellness or hotellerie - and 
respond to different living requirements 
and individual tastes.

The unedited colours combined with 
different opening systems, glass varieties 
and installation options make natura 4000 
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natura 4000 and 
libero 4000

Colour Up Your Life!

natura 4000

natura 4000

natura 4000 libero 4000 libero 4000

libero 4000

libero 4000

natura 4000

Sliding doors
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On the Terrace

L ismore Estate Vineyards is a bespoke 
wine farm located near the tranquil 
village of Greyton in Southern 

Africa. Originally from California, owner 
and winemaker Samantha O’Keefe found 
paradise and the perfect terroir, tucked in 
the foothills of the mountain range that 
hugs the nearby village.

The dramatic difference between the 
seasons produces rich and complex 

grapes that Sam lovingly crafts into 
award-winning wines. 

Lismore is an inspired vision 
transforming undeveloped farmland 
and rugged mountainside into a lovingly 
crafted winery and personal homestead. 
Sam originally built her house in 2003 
with the idea of a home that her great 
grandchildren could live in. A home 
that could be passed down the ages with 

a design that would remain relevant and 
elegant. 

When Sam fitted her bathrooms, she 
chose Victorian Bathrooms because “they 
were just so beautiful, and the quality was 
the best in South Africa”. The timeless 
style of the bathroomware resonated with 
Sam’s vision of her forever home.

In early 2020, the farm was tragically 
decimated by a wildfire that engulfed the 
cellar, large areas of the vineyards and 
Sam’s stunning hill-top home.

Sam, her two sons and their beloved 
dogs were left homeless and without 
a single worldly belonging. They were 
forced to adapt, find lodging elsewhere, 
and continue to support each other 
through the trauma.

Her friends supported her and the 
wine community rallied to help Sam by 
donating grapes, barrels, cellar space and 
whatever else she needed to keep going.

Showing her resilient nature, Sam soon 
began the resurrection of her farm. New 
vines were planted, the cellar rebuilt, 
equipment installed, and Sam was once 
again making wine on her own land. The 
final step was to re-build the farmhouse 
she so dearly loved; Sam wanted her home 
back. She rebuilt a house that mirrored the 
original. Even though Sam had free reign 
to completely redesign her bathrooms, 
she chose to remain timeless. She once 
again chose Victorian Bathrooms.

www.victorianbathrooms.co.za

Lismore wine estate & timeless 
Victorian Bathrooms

BATHROOMS
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Beijing MAHA Residential Park wins 
the 2022 Architizer A+ Popular 
Choice Award in the Private Garden 

category. With the MAHA Residence 
Grand Opening scheduled for October of 
this year (2022), the soft opening of the 
MAHA Gardens last summer featured an 
exclusive open-air fashion show by British 
designer, Jenny Packham.

Ballistic Architecture Machine (BAM) 
worked closely together with renowned 
hotelier, Adrian Zecha, and the MAHA 
team to design the landscape and develop 
a multiphase masterplan strategy to 
seamlessly weave a complex mixture of 
preexisting contemporary and classically-
styled elements on the site.

The fast-paced world of Chinese real-
estate development is not well suited to 
ideas, themes, and methodologies based 
on slowly maturing landscapes. However, 
BAM believes that luxury in a landscape 
is fundamentally an expression of time. 
While the quality and richness of materials 
in architecture and interior design tend to 
be defining factors of 'luxurious', BAM 
believes that time occupies that role in a 

landscape - time given to mature, time 
and effort to care for it and maintain it. 
A luxurious landscape can therefore be 
understood as a physical manifestation of 
time.

Luxury redevelopment project
The site occupies the northern edge of 

Chaoyang Park inside the Fourth Ring 
Road. At the time of engaging BAM, 
the site architecture was a mixture of 
four occupied residential towers, five 
incomplete and unoccupied towers, 
a Chinese-styled members' club, and 
multiple classically-styled gatehouses 
in varying states of functionality. The 
existing landscape was also a smorgasbord 
of functional and dysfunctional spaces, 
including a scaled replica of an imperial 
garden, and a beautiful and maturing 
man-made forest.

BAM’s design for the landscape and 
master plan unifies disparate aspects 
of the site together in a seamless series 
of gardens, functional spaces, and 
circulatory pathways. The existing 
landscape spaces are blended with new 

landscapes. Conflicting styles, epochs, 
and cultural references are reconciled 
with a minimalist landscape approach.

China’s real estate market is constantly 
changing. Even before the recent 
economic meltdown, in part driven by the 
collapse of one of China’s largest real estate 
developers, focus was shifting toward 
redevelopment and upgrading of existing 
projects, rather than on expanding into 
new and increasingly remote territories. 
The MAHA residential park is an example 
of this changing mentality in the Chinese 
development industry, and as more 
and more projects are reimagined, the 
Chinese development and associated 
design communities will need to grapple 
more seriously with how to design by 
integrating, rather than erasing, existing 
site conditions.

Forest threshold
In most regions of the site, buggy 

circulation is pushed to the periphery. 
However, in some key areas, the buggies 
pass through the centre of the site. In 
those areas, it is critical to define a clear 
boundary beyond which the buggies 
should not venture. A low retaining wall, 
punctuated with low heavy stone bollards 
marking important entries, demarcates 
the boundary of the central forest.

BAM carefully picked the best trees to 
plant in the MAHA gardens from sites 

MAHA Residential Gardens Popular Choice 
Winner at the 2022 Architizer A+ Awards

Beijing, China
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with ancient histories. The evergreen 
pines come directly from the base of 
Taishan, in Shandong Province. The 
planting was upgraded to include more 
all-season greens. Seasonal highlights 
feature plant species such as Wysteria 
vines, maple trees, plantain lilies, and red 
dogwood, infusing colour and character 
throughout the year.

Walking gardens and ceremonial places
The circulation around the site is 

defined through a hierarchy subtly 
expressed through the paving. The main 
loop, which circumnavigates the site, is 
divided into two materials - a permeable 
poured material ideal for jogging or 
children’s scooters, and a walking path 
of granite cobbles. The stone-stepped 
pathway slows the pace of the walk, 
allowing one to appreciate the presence of 
the forest from within.

Seasonal gardens
Although Beijing’s climate can be 

extreme, it also experiences the fullness 
and distinct qualities of each season. 

Typically, the Winter and Summer 
seasons are the longest, punctuated by 
short, but much-anticipated, Spring and 
Fall. Gardens for each season are designed 
to take advantage of the planting’s 
seasonality, bringing unique identities 
to each space. The Winter Garden is a 
garden contained within a traditional 
garden wall that is punctuated with 
minimally expressed windows and gates. 
Planted only with evergreens, the garden 
will remain green through the gray and 
frigid Beijing winter.

The entry of the Winter Garden, 
shrouded by evergreens, peers into 
the man-made deciduous forest, with 
a meandering path guiding the way. 
The Winter Garden doubles as a small 
multifunctional space for parties, events, 
or tea ceremonies. The space is occupied 
by sculptural pines, which appear to 
dance together in the space. During the 
winter season, the austere garden comes 
to life when snow periodically blankets 
the space, making the pines appear even 
more expressive than usual.

Luxury in landscape - Measured in time
A garden cannot be constructed in 

a day. It must be allowed to grow, and 
landscapes must be maintained, cared 
for, and cultivated. When one looks at a 
masterful or luxurious landscape, one 
can see time itself in its years of growth, 
years of maintenance, and seasonal 
progressions. Unlike architectural fields 
that depend upon rare or expensive 
materials to express luxury, a landscape 
can only truly achieve luxurious 
expression measured in years or decades. 
BAM’s idea is to establish a grander sense 
of time by planting the foundations of a 
landscape that will grow and continue to 
mature for generations.

Technical sheet
• Project: MAHA Xiaoyun Road 

Beijing
• Location: 8 Xiaoyun Road, Beijing, 

China
• Design Period: 2018-ongoing
• Construction Period: 2019-ongoing
• Planning Area: 115,000m2
• Landscape Design Area: 64,755m2
• Scope: Masterplanning, Landscape 

Architecture
• Photographers: Jonathan 

Leijonhufvud, Amey Kandalgaonkar, 
LIN Banye, WU Qingshan

www.bam-land.com
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Health comes from the soil, is what 
Andy Jamieson firmly believes. 
This advocate for permaculture is 

of the opinion that every one of us can, in a 
modest way, play a role in living sustainably 
and in harmony with nature. 

While travelling through Europe in his 
early twenties, Andy was very impressed 
with the eco-villages he saw, especially 
Findhorn in Scotland. Now he has created 
a productive ecosystem at his home in 
Kalk Bay where everything works with 
nature, and not against it.

The green lifestyle at Findhorn 
immediately fascinated him, says Andy. 
“Even those years I was already interested 
in permaculture and worked as a 
volunteer in their gardens. That was my 
first brush with permaculture.  

“One of the co-founders of Findhorn, 
Eileen Caddy, used to say that she 
communicated with the soul of the plants 
and that’s why they were growing so well. 

Andy Jamieson
By Haidee Muller-Isaacs

“You should have seen the vegetables 
– they were enormous. There were 
wonderful gardens, dams full of frogs. I 
was really amazed. It was brilliant.”

Back in South African his life took a 
few twists and turns. He ventured into 
the world of digital design and IT, and 
had big plans to become a musician. 
“For a while that was all I wanted to 
do. Things only came full circle when I 
started my own house garden based on 
permaculture principles. I had a piece 
of land with a house that I renovated, 
and I wanted to tackle everything in a 
sustainable way.”

He frantically began researching how 
to reduce his family’s carbon footprint so 
that they could eventually live in an eco-
friendly oasis, growing their own food. 

“First I completed a design course 
in permaculture and that was when 
everything fell into place for me. Initially 
I did not want to do the course, but that 
was pure arrogance – I thought I had all 
the answers. My wife convinced me that it 
was necessary and that I would learn a lot. 
It profoundly changed my whole vision 
and now I am hooked.”

Growing up in George in the southern 
Cape till he was 13 years old was idyllic, 

says Andy. “In George I had incredible 
exposure to the natural areas around me. 
There was a lot of freedom. They were 
carefree days where we rode around on 
our bicycles and climbed trees. There was 
a big river near our house, and we enjoyed 

playing there. I had an ideal, privileged 
childhood.’’

Andy’s childhood turned him into 
a true nature lover and that is why he 
wanted his home garden to reflect the 
wild, overabundant wildlife he remembers 
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from his days in George. At his house they 
collect grey water, use compost and build 
fertile soil to promote biodiversity. And, 
adds Andy, nothing is wasted. All leftover 
food goes into the composter. His house 
was built from biodegradable material and 
the family car runs on biofuel – recycled 
vegetable oil he collects from restaurants. 
The grey water is diverted to what he calls 
a ‘banana circle’. “Bananas love water – a 
banana tree uses about 25 litres of water 
per day and once it has produced its 
bunch of bananas, it is finished. We then 
chop down the tree and it goes back to 
the middle of the banana circle to feed 
the rest of the trees.” The insect and plant 

life also interact in the ecosystem, and 
that is precisely what he wants – he has 
even built an insect hotel. “It is a habitat I 
created for the insects. Yes, it is inevitable 
that they would eat some plants, but then 
again, they also eat the harmful creatures 
that feast on our vegetables. So we have 
created a balanced ecosystem.”

He feels it is his responsibility to live 
sustainably on the planet and that is why 
he has established his business, Leaf and 
Stone. “I continuously wondered what I 
could do to live differently. A sustainable 
lifestyle was the answer and most 
important. 

“It solves many of the fundamental 
problems that the world faces. We are 
in a situation where people are abusing 
Mother Earth’s natural resources.  

‘’Agriculture is the main problem, 
followed by pollution and deforestation. 
Permaculture tries to solve all this in 
order for our wildlife to thrive. Nature 
wastes nothing – you can farm in a way 
that promotes biodiversity. As with 
holistic grazing – you can farm in a way 
that is beneficial to the soil and traps 
more carbon dioxide in the soil, which is 
a natural way to remove carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere. There is thus a 
bigger impact on the soil and on the 
water. Less energy is used and in the end 
it is cheaper.”

Andy believes that as a gardener you 
are a custodian of part of the earth. And 
it is important to remember that the soil 
is not waste material. It houses a diverse 
group of organisms that play a key role in 
decomposing material and recycling the 
micro and macro nutrients that plants use.

His house is built on the foundation 
of a circular economy. It is aimed at 
eliminating waste and the continuous 
use of resources. It focusses on reusing 
and recycling in a closed circular system 
to keep pollution and carbon dioxide 
emissions to a minimum. Most homes do 
not work according to this concept, Andy 
says.

“Water is taken from a dam and used 
to flush a toilet, in other words we dirty 
the water and then we discharge it into 
the sea. The same with energy and waste 
material – we take plants and food from 
the soil, eat them and then throw the 
leftovers in the bin, from where it goes 
to a dump. And this can only continue 
for so long. An eco-house tries to close 
all those loops. Most of our waste goes 
to a biodigester that generates the gas 
for cooking. The rest is converted into 
compost that goes into the garden. 
Nothing leaves our yard – it goes back 
into the soil and feeds the plants. The 
same happens to the water.” 

For now Andy wants to expand his 
business and get a few workshops going 
to show others how to live sustainably, 
as he and his family do. “We must build 
more fertile soil, put more plants into the 
soil and stop so many things going to the 
dump. To live sustainably is a journey – 
you do not have to have it down pat. You 
can do it step by step and in the long run 
it is much more beneficial to us as well as 
to the next generation. That is why young 
people should already learn now how to 
live sustainably.”

www.leafandstone.co.za
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CAPE TOWN

hope ••
traditional garden furniturewww.hopegf.com

o

cape town 136 lower main rd observatory 021 448 7485 - the chelsea courtyard 136 durban road , wynberg sweden - kaseholms slott, tomelilla

for contemporary living in small spaces,
inside and out, at home and away

origami chair / oly coffee table 600
oly stool / nan table 800

hope ... and the minimum of 3
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comes close to the trade fair experience 
of an Ambiente," says Oliver Berking, 
Managing Director of Robbe & Berking.

For Alfred Habbel, Managing Director 
of Westmark, Ambiente is also of 
outstanding importance: "Ambiente is 
still the leading international trade fair 
for the industry, the central trade fair in 
Europe, the link between the continents. 
A place where you can measure yourself 
against industry partners and exchange 
ideas. Our industry in particular is still 
a people's business. Direct personal 
contact is important. Being able to 
physically 'touch' samples of goods on 
site at the show creates more proximity 
to the products."

For the second time, Ambiente will 
bring together the growing range of 
products for hotels, restaurants and 
catering suppliers, and for the first time 
in Hall 11.0. The segment, which is in 
very high demand, attracts numerous 
nationally and internationally renowned 
brands. On board are leading companies 
such as APS, BHS, RAK, Steelite, Utopia 
or Villeroy & Boch Hotel.

From February 2023, Ambiente will 
be held at the Frankfurt exhibition 
centre at the same time as the leading 
international consumer goods trade fairs 
Christmasworld and Creativeworld.

• Ambiente/Christmasworld: Febru-
ary 3 to 7, 2023

• Creativeworld: February 4 to 7, 
2023

www.ambiente.messefrankfurt.com
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Frankfurt am Main, August 2022. 
From February 3 to 7, 2023, 
the world's leading consumer 

goods trade show welcomes top 
national and international brands with 
fresh innovations that enrich retail 
assortments.

The big stage for everything that 
makes cooking and the household 
easier and eating more beautiful once 
again shows true dining treasures. From 
glass, porcelain and innovative kitchen 
accessories to small electrical appliances, 
buyers can find inspiration here. 
"Ambiente continues to be the global 
meeting place for the Dining sector. 
That is why we are delighted that the 
leading companies in the sector will be 
presenting their highlights at Ambiente 
2023. This clearly shows how important 
the physical encounters at Ambiente 

are for making decisions and doing 
business," says Thomas Kastl, Director 
Ambiente Dining.

Numerous top brands such as Alfi, 
Bormioli Rocco, Cristel, De Buyer, 
Dibbern, Gefu, the Küchenprofi Group 
(with Cilio, Zassenhaus, Küchenprofi), 
Kai, Kuhn Rikon, Libby, Mepal, 
Pasabahce with the Nude brand, Robbe 
& Berking, Rosenthal, Sodastream, 
Tramontina or Westmark bring glamour 
and variety to the table in the Dining 
area.

"We at Robbe & Berking are all 
looking forward to finally experiencing 
Ambiente again. Like many other 
exhibitors, we have used digital options 
for substitute events in recent years. But 
at the same time, we have really missed 
our Frankfurt trade show. Nothing 

Ambiente
2023 Looks even better: 
Cristel, Dibbern, Kuhn 

Rikon, Robbe & Berking, 
Rosenthal, and Villeroy 

& Boch Hotel show 
what's trending in the 
Ambiente dining area

Kitchenaid Imperia

Koziol

LeonardoRobbe & Berking

Pasabace

KAI
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in a museum spiral that connects to the 
garden level.

“That new condition creates a hybrid 
space that is neither just a building nor 
a garden, with a blue mosaic ceiling, 
suspended above the hybrid space, that 
rhythmically vibrates above the garden 
and becomes the main façade,” explains 
Alper Aytac. “And likethe branches of a 
tree, the lifted structure creates a roof that 
frames the entire public square, with the 
fragmented structure organised in a grid 
that aligns with the tangerine trees and 
the artist’s studio.”

A design for the natural environment
The double storey, 1,357m² museum sits 

on a 5,000m² site that includes the artist’s 
studio. In order to preserve the natural 
context and identity of the tangerine 
garden, a majority of the whitewashed 
stucco-built areas will be constructed 
using steel frames on concrete slabs, 
with pillars floating above the ground 
level. The elevated design also serves to 
offset any possible high groundwater 
due to flooding. Additionally, a single 
underground structure will be built to 
collect and store rainwater for use in the 
hot summer months of the Mediterranean 
climate. A 32kw/hr solar array will also be 
installed on a green roof to help reduce the 
energy required to maintain the museum.

A model of transparency
On the ground level, glass-enclosed 

public areas sit beneath the white 
stucco volumes to preserve maximum 
transparency and minimise impacts on 

A ytac Architects, an award-winning 
architecture and research 
practice based in Istanbul, 

Turkey, is proud to proceed with its 
development of DE Bodrum Museum, a 
custom design for contemporary Turkish 
artist, Devrim Erbil. Located in the city 
of Bodrum, and set against the blue 

waters of the Aegean Sea, the design 
was recognized as a WA Award Cycle 
40 winner in 2021 as part of the World 
Architecture Community Awards.

A Mediterranean oasis
Defined by a beautiful garden filled 

with tangerine trees, the site of the DE 

Bodrum Museum is located just minutes 
away from Erbil’s existing studio in the 
town of Ortakent. The primary objective 
of the project is to provide a physical site 
capable of embracing the vast cerebral 
horizons of the artist’s diverse works, 
ranging from oil paintings to carpets, 
mosaics, stained glass, and more.

“In considering a variety of typological 
museum models, we chose to design a 
project that would be defined by the sum 
of its many parts, in contrast to a single, 
monolithic structure,” explains Alper 
Aytac, Founder and Lead Architect of 
the firm bearing his name. “We chose to 
create a series of individual galleries that 
will be embraced as pieces of the existing 
city fabric, blending seamlessly into the 
surrounding landscape of Bodrum’s 
whitewashed stucco homes.”

A hybrid experience
Each of the galleries stands on separate 

supports, creating ample space for visitors 
to roam the grounds of the museum and 
the cool, shady area of its stunning garden. 
Amenities will include a temporary 
exhibition space, a workshop, a café, and 
a bookshop, essentially becoming a new 
meeting place in the City of Bodrum. 
The floating permanent galleries are 
arranged in a loop, beginning and ending 

View from main street Museum spiral entrance ramp
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Blue Vibrations: Aytac Architects to Break Ground on Award-
Winning Museum Design for Devrim Erbil

Bodrum, Turkey

Museum spiral entrance ramp from the museum square 

Permenant gallery (stained glass)

Model lifted showing the garden ceiling
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the garden level. That transparency serves 
to blur the lines between the site’s interior 
and exterior spaces.  The floating volumes 
will provide further shade for the garden, 
surfaced in custom-made blue mosaic tiles 
designed in collaboration with the artist.

A spiraling steel wheelchair ramp 
connects the garden to the museum 
above, serving as an interface with the 
artist’s permanent galleries. The ramp 
gradually becomes enclosed as it reaches 
the second level, with its southern wall 
punctured to create rays of light in the 
celestial birth pattern of the artist. The 
rest of the museum enclosure will feature 
north-facing slits to capture natural light.

Photography credit: Aytac Architects

www.aytacarchitects.com
Model aerial view

Aerial view
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Engulfed in the warmth of imbawula, 
firewood softly crackling in the 
background, a little girl’s deep 

brown eyes eagerly look up to her Gogo as 
she prepares to narrate inganekwane.

The old woman lovingly gazes at the 
little one as she moves closer to imbawula. 
The fire rages on, as more little ones 
gather around, eyes wide open in wonder. 
The flames gently penetrate the stillness of 
night. uGogo zealously begins to narrate 
ancient tales and unearths a world of 
mystery. The little girl's imagination runs 
wild as she’s taken on a thrilling adventure 
of the old world. One day that little girl 
will grow to re-tell these stories too. Home 
Artist is the home of these stories.

The concept behind Home Artist is to 
create a modern African home deco store 
that uses traditional ways, forms and ideas 
to create modern deco. The design store 
wants to carry on the African ways in 
this modern age, becoming preservers of 
African knowledge in an art form. In our 
new collection we celebrate these stories 
by expressing and articulating a past in 
the present. We invite you to take a look at 
Umsebenzi Wokuhlola collection, a work 
of imagination in existence, where art is 
an experiment, questions, knowledge and 
history.

Most of our products are hand made, 
designed in-house and materials sourced 
locally.

Written by: Home Artist Creative 
Director: Phumzile

Photographer : Muziwandile

www.homeartistza.com

Umsebenzi Wokuhlola collection 
by Home Artist
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The Qaammat pavilion designed 
and built by Architect Konstantin 
Ikonomidis in cooperation with 

UNESCO and the Qeqqata Municipality, 
located in Sarfannguit, Greenland wins 
A+Awards.

Located in Sarfannguit, a cultural 
landscape in West Greenland and a 
UNESCO Worl Heritage site since 2018, 
the Qaammat pavilion by Konstantin 
Ikonomidis is designed to celebrate and 
promote the Inuit intangible cultural 
heritage and traditional knowledge of the 
environment.

Characterised by the two fjords that 
meet on Sarfannguit’s eastern tip the 
pavilion’s location has been carefully 
chosen by the local community, site 
manager Paninnguaq Fleischer-Lyberth 
and architect Konstantin Ikonomidis for 
its impressive view over the Sarfannguit 
municipality.

Set on the planned trail between 
Sarfannguit and Nipisat, this site-specific 
installation will serve as a landmark and 
a gathering point and dissemination site, 
where the World Heritage site’s beautiful 
surroundings can be experienced by 
locals and visitors to the village. The 
Qaammat pavilion is designed as a poetic 
and aesthetic object, but most importantly 
as a symbolic gesture acknowledging 
the natural site and rich history, the 
distinctiveness of the Greenlandic culture, 
and the spiritual sensibilities rooted in 
Sarfannguit.

ALL ABOUT 
ART

Qaammat Pavilion Wins A+Awards
Sarfannguit, Greenland
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The pavilion is anchored in the rocky 
terrain. Drilled into the ground with 40-
mm holes, the foundation is constructed 
with rock anchors in the exact same way 
that every typical house in the settlement 
is. Attached to the upper part of the 
metal poles is a custom-made stainless 
steel bracket with a circular geometry. 
The metal bar is fully horizontal and the 
poles vary in length according to the 
terrain. The curving walls, constructed 
in glass blocks, form a linear pathway 
open at both ends, which serves as an 
entrance to the pavilion. One of the more 
distinctive features of the structure is its 
glass ‘shell’, its play of transparencies, 
scale, and weight, resulting in a feeling 
of surreality. The Qaammat pavilion 
can simultaneously alter the viewer’s 
perspective, merge, and even vanish into 
the surrounding topography.

The design draws inspiration from the 
moon and the Arctic light in combination 
with the snow’s reflections. An important 
part of the design phase was site-specific 
research by Konstantin Ikonomidis. 
Following his earlier work and research 
on the subject of home, Konstantin 
focused on his interest in integrating 
landscape, culture, and human stories 
into the design. Marked by encounters, 
conversations, and interviews with the 
locals, the architect’s intention is to reflect 
these experiences, stories, and myths 
poetically in the design of the pavilion. 

Technical sheet
• Location: Sarfannguit, Greenland
• Project start: 2019
• Project completion: 2021
• Client: Qeqqata Municipality, 

Greenland UNESCO World Heritage 
Aasivissuit – Nipisat

• Site manager: UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, Aasivissuit – Nipisat: 
Paninnguaq Fleischer Lyberth
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• Architect: Konstantin Ikonomidis, 
Arkitekt maa, Konstantin Arkitekter-
Website: www.konstantin-ik.com

• Collaborator: Sisimiut Museum 
(Sisimiut Katersugaasiviat)

• Construction: Konstantin 
Ikonomidis with assistance from; 
Entreprenørpladsen Sisimiut, 
Jakob Olsen, Kloe Andressen, 
Faidra Oikonomopoulou, Telesilla 
Bristogianni, Elias Berthelsen, Esaias 
Berthelsen, Jan Banemann.

• Research on suitable adhesive 
for glass: Konstantin Ikonomidis 
in collaboration with TU Delft, 
Faculty of Architecture and 
the Built Environment- Faidra 
Oikonomopoulou and Telesilla 
Bristogianni, with the help of 
Mariska van der Velden.

• Sponsor and Patrons: -Napa: The 
Nordic Institute in Greenland, 
Dreyers Foundation, WonderGlass, 
Dow Inc. TU Delft, Faculty of Archi-
tecture and the Built Environment

• Photography: Julien Lanoo

www.konstantin-ik.com
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Mont-Royal Avenue has been 
transformed into a 2.5 km 
pedestrian-only zone this 

summer. Additionally, passersby at Place 
des Fleurs-de-Macadam will now be able 
to look up at Partiellement nuageux avec 
de fortes probabilités de « wow »! (Partly 
cloudy with a strong chance of “wow”!), 
an installation suspended 30 feet (nine 
metres) above the ground. The piece is 
designed to resemble a giant fluffy cloud 
that creates shaded zones that slowly 
move with the motion of the sun.

The concept is a nod to the dichotomy 
of nature and city living, organic life and 
technology, meteorological science and 
old wives’ tales. It also symbolises water 
and two of its states – liquid and gas – 
and is the perfect complement to the 
multipurpose water square at Place des 
Fleurs-de-Macadam. In sum, its intent is 
to celebrate and show how important rain 
is in the public space.

The artwork provides a unique 
experience that evolves in real-time. 
At night, it emits a glow that changes 
according to 12-hour weather forecasts, 
while reacting to heat waves, storms, 
rain, sunshine, etc. The piece is a genuine 
embodiment of atmospheric poetry, 
shimmering in an iridescent palette 
of colours depending on the weather 
expected. The creators drew inspiration 
from both meteorology and old wives’ 
tales that were popular with people who 
have a deep connection to the land, such 
as farmers. For instance, the belief that 
observing the sky at sunset and the colour 
of the clouds could predict tomorrow’s 
forecast.

Partiellement nuageux avec de fortes 
probabilités de « wow »! was created by 
the EN TEMPS ET LIEU workshop, the 
winner of a design competition launched 
in November 2021 by the Société de 
développement de l’avenue du Mont-

Royal, in collaboration with Odace 
Événements and the Plateau-Mont-Royal 
borough.

Technical information
• Title: Partiellement nuageux avec de 

fortes probabilités de « wow »!
• Location: Plateau-Mont-Royal, 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• Design: EN TEMPS ET LIEU
• Collaborators: Eden Creative 

Studio, Softbox Intégration, Concept 
ParaDesign

• Production: Société de développe-
ment de l’avenue du Mont-Royal

• Size: 32’x10’x16’ (9.75 mX3.048 mx 
4.87m)

• Year created: 2022
• Photographer: Latrompette Studio

www.mont-royal.net
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Partly Cloudy with a Strong Chance of “Wow”!
Montréal, Canada
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“The way I paint is unique,” Glen 
says of his work. “The last person who 
had a similar style was Jackson Pollock. 
I’ve been using and experimenting 
with the drip technique for ten years 

now, and I feel like I have developed a 
signature style. It’s interesting, and it’s 
contemporary!"

It has definitely sparked an interest 
within the hospitality industry.

Johannesburg's boutique hotel, Marion 
on Nicol, commissioned Glen to do 
over 30 paintings for the establishment, 

creating a contemporary feel throughout 
this chic property.

Glen Josselsohn Original Art is the 
perfect complement to any interior space, 
specialising in commissions for double 
and triple volume walls.

www.glenjosselsohn.com
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Glen’s Artwork has been 
recognised locally and inter-
nationally and Glen exhibits his 

artwork in galleries all over the World. 
Glen has taken part in the Miami Basel 
and has had a painting auctioned in New 
York for Operation Smile.

Glen has painted for very exclusive 
hotels, including the Houghton Hotel 
and has been featured on many lifestyle 
television programmes, including Top 
Billing where he did a workshop, and 
has had numerous editorials written in 
exclusive lifestyle and home magazines. 
As for the content and the style of Glen's 
art, it is timeless and appeals to all.

Distinctively contemporary in his 
work, artist Glen Josselsohn’s signature 
art style offers the perfect solution to 
complement a modern and chic room 
design.

There’s nothing quite like art to give a 
room a character of its own. If the décor 
is the room’s attire, the paintings on the 

walls are definitely its attitude! If there 
was ever a good example of this analogy, 
it’s the work of contemporary artist, Glen 
Josselsohn. Not only does his art buzz 
with energy and movement, but it opens 

up the imagination, engages the senses 
and ignites a sense of curiosity within the 
viewer. What really is going on between 
those lines and squiggles, those figures 
leaping off the canvas?

Glen Josselsohn 
Contemporary Artist

Glen Josselsohn

Into The Unknown

Reeds with Birds

Contemporary Spectrum

Chaos



Art, Design, and Nature 
According to Fabio Mazzeo 

Architects
NR House, NA Architects
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A sculptural villa lies on the promontory of Abbiadori, 
overlooking the magnificent Cala Volpe, in one of the 
most beautiful panoramas of Sardinia. This striking work, 

designed by Fabio Mazzeo, stands out for its visionary character, 
and for the way it weaves an interplay of continuous references to 
emphasise the links between the building and its natural setting. This 
is architecture with a tailor’s precision: here, design takes place on all 
scales, down to the tiniest detail, to shape a unique style.

Art, design, and craftsmanship interweave in a delicate balance. A 
harmonious project unfolds under the attentive supervision of Fabio 
Mazzeo, Art Director of Exclusiva, today forming part of Fabio 
Mazzeo Architects.

Mazzeo describes:
“Our way of designing and building is deeply rooted in an ideal of 
Italian beauty that is never static, but rather is translated each time 
into a unique style that grows out of the customer’s desires. We 
achieve this goal by engaging cross-functional talent and skills, 
including artists, artisans, decorators, painters, and all the creatives 
and designers of the Fabio Mazzeo team, in a holistic and organic 
vision of architecture.”

Art, Design, and 
Nature According 

to Fabio Mazzeo 
Architects

NR House, NA Architects

The unifying theme of the design is travertine, which completely 
covers the villa and continues inside. A palette of fine marble that 
alternates between Navona travertine, walnut, sandblasted, bush 
hammered and polished finishes, bringing movement and light to the 
structure along with full-height windows that capture ever-changing 
views. The home’s fluid volumes appear to have been sculpted by the 
wind, following the contours of the land in a fascinating interaction 
with the natural setting. The 1300 square-metre building unfolds over 
three levels, in a harmonious symbiosis with the 5,000 square metres 
of terraced garden and the panoramic infinity pool.

Conceived as a dynamic polyhedron, the villa evokes new emotions 
from every side. The west façade, visible from afar and much more 
symmetrical and regular than the others, offers the classic and 
imposing image of a fortress silhouetted against the horizon. Its 
starkness is softened by the presence of ancient olive trees and the 
organic development of the architecture. The south façade, almost 
completely transparent, opens onto the view of the Pevero and the 
facing islands, while the large windows of the east façade act as a light 
filter between the interior and the garden.

To the north, the main entrance immediately catches the eye. The 
marble moulded frame with its asymmetrical embrasure converges 
towards the portal which, like a textural painting in polished and 
sandblasted steel, evokes a panorama of sails. From here, the interiors 
unfold, rich in theatrical details like the backdrop that surrounds the 
home theatre room: hand-plastered panels with gold and silver leaf 
decorations echo the skyline of Cala Volpe, part of the evocation of 
natural elements that characterise the home’s interior.

Bleached oak paneling and reflective surfaces give light and charm 
to the entire second floor, designed as a vast open space where each 
individual space flows seamlessly into the next, from the entryway to 
the living and dining rooms. In the guest area, visitors are welcomed 
and impressed by the wine cellar: an oak-paneled marvel dedicated 
to wine tasting. 

The south façade of the villa.

Villa at Cala Volpe, Sardinia, Italy. A harmonious project, under the attentive supervision of Fabio 
Mazzeo, art director of the company Exclusiva, today part of Fabio Mazzeo Architects.

The panoramic infinity pool.
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Throughout the villa, there are many furnishings designed specifically 
for this project by Fabio Mazzeo’s team, and made by the finest 
Italian artisan craftsmen. These unique pieces are juxtaposed with 
jewels of contemporary design, such as the Living Divani seats in the 
living room area. The lighting design creates striking scenes, with 
sumptuous and delicate chandeliers by Vistosi, jewel chandeliers by 
Lolli and Memmoli, ultra-modern wall lights by Catellani & Smith, 
and artistic wall sconces by Visionnaire. Each object is chosen with 
extreme care, from the pair of sinuous metal vases by De Castelli, 
which create chiaroscuro effects in the lobby, to the elegant and 
precious Porada mirrors in the night area, where bedside tables, 
chairs, and chests of drawers by Opera Contemporary are paired 
with beds by Twils, fabrics by Rubelli, and armchairs by Fendi Casa. 
The master bedroom area includes two crystalline marble bathrooms 
with sea-toned mosaic decorations by SICIS, and elegant washbasins 
by Villeroy & Boch. These striking pieces also appear in the guest 
bathrooms, along with the evocative botanically-inspired mosaics, 
also by SICIS.

The surrounding landscape pervades the design, from the lounges 
to the guest and master bedrooms and the kitchen. The effect is 
almost overwhelming, offering ever-changing views where light and 
greenery become an integral part of the architecture. This intense 
dialogue with Nature reaches its climax in the relaxation areas of the 
garden and swimming pool, and in the terrace roof with its evocative 
floorboards that reach towards the Mediterranean. dw

Technical sheet
• Location: Sardegna, Italy (Abbiadori - Arzachena)
• External areas: 1.300 mq
• Internal areas: 5.000 mq
• Architectural and interior design project: Fabio Mazzeo (Fabio 

Mazzeo Architects Srl)
• Principal: Exclusiva Design (Fit out contractor)
• Photography credit: Ph. Credit Massimo Camplone

www.fabiomazzeoarchitects.com

The wine cellar: an oak-paneled marvel dedicated to wine tasting.

A view of the pool area.
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Al Dana Amphitheatre
Bahrain
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Respect for natural surroundings - including the nature of the 
location’s individual characteristics, such as sun paths and 
shadows, wind direction, and terrain - is what ultimately 

evokes the strongest bond to that nature, allowing the amphitheatre 
to be an organic and everlasting part of its existence. The materials 
and technologies chosen serve to complement that theme, allowing 
for a low impact footprint and meeting recycling/re-use objectives.

The amphitheatre was essentially inserted into a quarry, and 
orientated to have the ‘Jebel’ as a backdrop. The sun path rises from 
behind the Jebel and sets behind the audience and the BIC tower in 
the distance. Additionally, a predominantly NW wind carries sound 
in the direction of the audience, maximizing the efficacy of the space 
as a theatre. Recycled materials were used where possible, including 
quarried rock sheet piles and shipping containers, and the simplified 
use of other materials such as raw concrete, recycled rubber flooring, 
or epoxy coatings instead of tiling and painting, which helped to 
maintain the design goal of a light touch.

Further design highlights include a detailed study of sound dispersion 
and low-level ambient lighting, allowing for flexibility in the use of 
the space, whether for a moonlight cinema, or an international race 
screening. The Back of House facility is state of the art and includes 
all of the necessary requirements for any high-level international act 
that the Kingdom seeks to attract. The area also boasts a secondary, 
more intimate venue that can host events during the off-season, 
including, but not limited to, House of Blues, weddings, private 

Al Dana Amphitheatre 
Bahrain
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parties, and corporate events. The office structure provides enough 
space for all of the staff required for hosting major international 
events, as well as running and maintaining the facility. It also boasts 
a rooftop space offering spectacular views of both the race track and 
the amphitheatre.

Technical sheet
• PROJECT NAME: Al Dana Amphitheatre 
• LOCATION: Sakhir 
• SITE AREA: (ha, m2, sq2) 2,359,372 sqm
• BUILDING AREA: (m2, sq2) 24,500 sqm includes Theatre + 

40,000 sqm Carpark
• GROSS FLOOR AREA: (GFA) 14,500 sqm (Buildings only) 
• YEAR OF COMPLETION: 2021
• ARCHITECT/DESIGN FIRM: SL Architects
• LEAD ARCHITECT/DESIGNER: Marwan Lockman
• DEVELOPER: Ministry of Works and Mumtalakat Holdings
• PRE ENGINEERING CONSULTANT: Arup Amsterdam
• CONTRACTOR/BUILDER: Cebarco Bahrain spc
• C&S CONSULTANT: Gulf House Engineering
• M&E CONSULTANT: Gulf House Engineering
• QUANTITY SURVEYOR: Bakers Wilkins & Smith Limited
• LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT SL: Architects
• DESIGNER FURNITURE BRANDS: Pedrali-Italy, Kastrel-

Italy and Merryfair-Malaysia
• SANITARYWARE BRANDS: Ideal and Roca
• AWARDS: Luxury Lifestyle, Build, Finalist Architizer, Finalist 

Australian Institute of Architecture International Award
• PHOTO CREDIT: Al Dana

www.s-larchitects.com
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A House with a View
Sainte-Marie-de-Ré, France
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In this house, the living space unveils through views that change 
with the winds and tides, like a living and breathing postcard. The 
project emerges through these captured moments, where each 

new architectural fragment prints and dances in its context.

Firmly anchored on the seaside, on a sandhill in the south of L'île de 
Ré, this traditional house opens entirely onto the ocean. With a strong 
setting, the challenge of this renovation was to create a new living 
space using an ageing existing structure with incredible potential.

When the inside invites itself outside
The owners wanted to refurbish the house in order to make it more 
suited to their way of life, more comfortable and, above all, adapted 
to their tastes. The project was based on a complete renovation of the 
house’s interior, and on a redefinition of the openings in the exterior 
space.

The connection between inside and outside spaces forms the heart 
of the project. It is one of the initial elements that changes how one 
views the whole inhabited space. Indoor facilities were considered 
to create new identities for these areas, as well as to build privileged 
relationships with the outside. This work of sequencing is defined 
and underlined by the implementation of wood, contrasting with 
a mineral floor. These materials comprise the main thread between 
different rooms in the house, and ensure continuity to the outdoors.
The house was conceived for a couple, but was also designed to be a 
relaxing and pleasant setting for family visits. With that goal in mind, 

A House with a View 
Sainte-Marie-de-Ré, France

the relaxation area at the heart of the house connects the dining 
room, the kitchen, the living room, and the bedrooms through an oak 
ribbon providing access to the different areas. The bedrooms, hidden 
behind the ribbon, are removed from the ascendancy of the house. 
The feeling projected is that it is a home that can be easily adapted to 
any lifestyle.

Some passages and storage areas are concealed, forming an integral 
part of the furnished units, including toilets that can be accessed from 
the living room unit, or a laundry room hidden behind mirrored 
doors at the back of the office.

In that same spirit, a staircase was conceived to provide access to an 
extra bed in one of the bedrooms, thought out with a set of volumes 
in mind, in Japanese steps to limit its scope, and creating storage 
spaces below each stair. A second staircase was implemented with 
a wooden lath railing, behind which additional storage is concealed.

Numerous details punctuate these clean spaces, comprised of lines 
nuanced with white, at times matt, satiny, or even shiny. These details 
are highlighted by such materials as granite and brass wire, and by 
the careful use of oak, evidenced by the creation of sub-doors and 
sliding doors, along with hollow joints that make the dialogue with 
the original structure more subtle.

The master bedroom represents and sums up the conceptual 
outcome adapted to the owners' use of a restricted space. This room 
is a sequence of plans, views, and hidden spaces, starting with the 
entrance, before the overall storage facilities and the toilets. At the 
centre of the bedroom, the headboard sits enthroned like a sculpted 
stele. Behind it, a large shower is accessible from both sides and leads 
to an ocean view through a glass banner. A new layer encloses this 
relaxation space. A wide, one-block glass wall separates the shower 

Dining room

Alternating tread stairs Custom-made bathtub

Staircase
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from the basins. Between them is a rift, like a crevice opening on a 
custom-made bathtub, not unlike a wavy ribbon draped with a mosaic 
of softened black marble, conferring to a hammam-like atmosphere 
suitable for relaxation.

Like a theatrical production, other details accentuate the spaces 
and highlight their uses. A smaller, more private bathroom, entirely 
finished with white mosaic and shaded with mother-of-pearl, creates 
a peaceful atmosphere with an attention to detail in its curved forms.
The central kitchen island is one of the masterpieces of the house, 
like a sculpture made of black granite and old brass. It creates an 
articulation between the kitchen area, the dining area, and the living 
area. The block, anchored in the living room furniture, lengthens into 
the void, standing thanks to only a glass frame. This striking contrast 
of seeing a block of stone facing the notion of lightness surprises as 
much as it impresses, and the assembly and beveled treatments of 
granite that enhance the brass doors reinforce this massive aspect.

Everything was conceived with attention to detail so that each 
architectural element could find its space. The ocean invites itself into 
each room and creates an enchanting scene welcoming us to calm 
and contemplation.

Technical sheet
Location: Sainte-Marie-de-Ré, France
Date of completion: June 2020
Surface area: 1453 ft2 (135 m²)
Photography credits: Mickaël Martins Afonso

www.martinsafonso.com
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Cristo Rey  
St. Martin College Prep

Waukegan, United States 
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The Cristo Rey St. Martin College Prep (CRSM), a member 
of the national network of Cristo Rey schools, is a new high 
school campus as progressive as its students. As their current 

facility no longer meets the basic needs of their students, CRSM 
looked towards their neighbour, an abandoned department store, 
to become their new home. JGMA selected CRSM to complete the 
renovation and construction assignment for its new high school 
campus in Waukegan, Illinois.

The renovation and construction assignment of Cristo Rey St. Martin 
College Prep required the comprehensive transformation of an 
abandoned big box store into a contemporary educational facility 
serving over 400 students. The former building structure had no 
identity and no physical or emotional connection to the community. 
The design-build team’s challenge was to break down those barriers 
and develop an innovative design that would inspire the students, 
faculty, administration, and community.

The expectation of CRSM students is already elevated to that of a 
college student; therefore, they deserve a facility that emulates this. 
The new facility strives to match CRSM’s innovative pedagogy, giving 
students the high-quality campus they deserve.

Looking past the stigma of a big box retail store, the tall volume, open 
floor plan, and northern wetlands become immense opportunities 
in the transformation of the perceived eye-sore into a beacon for 
CRSM. In order to make the deep floor plan suitable for a learning 
facility, daylight must be integrated into all learning spaces, which is 
accomplished by slicing the building with sawtooth light monitors 
and skylights that extend the limited building perimeter.

Cristo Rey  
St. Martin College Prep

Waukegan, United States

BEFORE
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The original concrete floors were polished and stained to reflect 
additional light, while their vibrant colours warm the space. The 
school’s desire to have an open and transparent pedagogy resulted in 
a full-height wall of glazing in each classroom.

The facade proudly showcases the school’s identity along the major 
thoroughfare of Belvidere Road, as its tones reflect a gradient of 
CRSM’s school colours. The southern site development aims to 
deteriorate the existing sea of concrete, providing the community 
with a glimpse of what lies hidden behind the existing building to 
the north: a serene natural wetland. Rather than tucking the athletic 
fields in the rear of the school, the new facility showcases them. 
The 55,000 square foot build-out incorporates 18 classrooms, three 
science laboratories, offices, and a cafeteria. It also features a library 
commons area for students, with a new HVAC system controlled by 
web-based building automation technology.

Technical Sheet
• Official Project Name: Cristo Rey St. Martin College Prep
• Location: Waukegan, Illinois, USA
• Client: Cristo Rey St. Martin
• Architects/designers: JGMA
• Project Design Principal: Juan Moreno
• Project Manager: Dan Spore
• Collaborators: Forefront Structural Engineers – Structural 

Engineering
• Gloger Engineers, LTD – Civil Engineering
• MVP Services Group – Food Services
• GHC Mechanical – Mechanical Engineering
• Hera Lab Planners – Laboratory Design
• Site Design Group, Ltd. – Landscape Architects
• D.A.M. Plumbing Inc.  – Plumbing
• US Alliance Fire Protection – Fire Protection
• Project sector: Education
• Budget: 9.6 M USD
• Project completion date: 2021
• Photographer: Dimitre Photography Inc. / McShane 

Photography

www.jgma.com/jgma-projects/cristo-rey-st-martin-college-prep/

dw

FIRST FLOOR OVERALL PLAN
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

I had a farm in Africa . . . a part share 
in reality, but enough for me to stay 
there five times a year. 

A beautiful place, halfway between 
Dullstroom and Lydenburg in 
Mpumalanga, it was at high altitude, 
so extremely cold in winter, and 
balmy in summer. It was bought back 
in 1984 as a rundown trout breeding 
station, with nine large dams, good 
water reticulation, a broken-down 
farmhouse used as storage for feed 
and farm equipment. The field outside 
the farmhouse was home to pigs, 
sheep and sundry old broken bits 
and pieces. The farmer lived in a 
modern prefab house, very cold and 
ugly, and the only accommodation for 
visitors was a pair of pondokkies up 
on a nearby hill, each with bedroom, 
bathroom, basic kitchen, and an 
outdoor braai area between them. 

In due course, the pondokkies were 
united by a high stone room, with open 
plan living space and kitchen and a 
good fireplace. Other shareholders 
bought into the farm, mostly keen 
fishermen. 

It was then decided to renovate the 
original farmhouse. The tractor shed 
was converted into two bedrooms 
with an adjoining bathroom, the 
main room was opened up from one 
side to the other, with high ceilings, 
visible roof trusses, and again a huge 
fireplace and open plan kitchen. The 
original bedrooms were reinstated, 
the original bathroom updated, and a 
large shower room built in the middle. 
It was furnished with comfortable 
beds, good linen and warm duvets, 
old furniture that coped with families, 
children, dogs. A large covered 
verandah was added to the north side 

of the house, looking up the now long 
lawn to a kopje, always a challenge 
to climb. It was glorious. When you 
were there, you felt as though it was 
your own place, not shared at all. The 
dams were stocked with trout and 
good fishing was the order of the day, 
as were long walks, birdwatching, 
relaxing with family and friends. It was 
a perfect place. 

In 2008 a Land Claim was lodged by 
families who had lived there decades 
earlier. The farm was finally bought 
by the Government in April this year, 
for distribution to the claimants. No 
blame attached, but sadly it had to go. 
So many families, friends and children 
had wonderful times there, these are 
the memories we have to cherish.

Gill Butler

African Farm
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BRIGHT IDEAS

Being a leader in the lighting 
industry, K. Light has the creativity 
and commitment for introducing 

new, inspiring, and trending designs to 
the South African market.

Making a statement and standing out 
from the crowd is K. Light’s new bronze 
Boss Pendant.

This eye catching five light bronze 
pendant maintains its elegance and 
beauty with its clean lines and modern 
design.  Display on its own or combine 
two or three pendants together to suit 
your interior space and size.

With the bulbs being exposed, our wide 
range of LED Filament decorative bulbs 
will complement this light fitting to your 
choice of style.

www.klight.co.za

K. Light Import

#hotelandhospitalityshow

Join us in 2023 – contact us now 
for your exhibition space

www.thehotelshowafrica.com

sandton convention centre, 
Johannesburg, south africa

18 – 20 May 2023 

Promote  
your brand

Meet  
key buyers

Increase  
your sales

Engage with  
industry stakeholders

Position yourself  
as a thought leader

Book your stand today secure your space through sponsorship

Belinda Wewege 

     Belindawewege@dmgevents.com        

     +27 11 783 7250

Jean-Pierre de Carvalho  

 jpcarvalho@dmgevents.com

 +27 21 700 5500

Be a part of the revitalisation of africa’s hotel 
and hospitality sector.

The hotel & hospitality show is now in its 6th year providing opportunities to 
the hospitality and hotel industries across Africa. The event showcases products, 
equipment, services & design, for restaurants, cafes, bars, hotels, guesthouses and 
foodservice owners, managers and operators.
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